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GLOSSARY 

BAGHI ®`qldc qdadkkhnm¯+ `charge carrying the death penalty under Hq`mr Hrk`lhb
Penal Code 

EFSAD-E FEL-ARZ ®roqd`chmf bnqqtoshnm nmd`qsg¯+ `charge carrying the death penalty under 
Hq`mr Hrk`lhb Odm`k Bncd 

HRC UN Human Rights Committee 

ICCPR  International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

IRIB Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting 

LEGAL MEDICINE 
ORGANIZATION 

State forensic institute working under the supervision of the judiciary 

MOHAREBEH  ®Enmity against God̄, a charge carrying the death penalty under Iranr
Islamic Penal Code 

MONAFEQIN ®Gxonbqhsdr¯, a pejorative epithet used by the Iranian authorities since the 
087/r enq ldladqr `mc rtoonqsdqr ne sgd Odnokdr Lni`gdchm Nqf`mhy`shnm ne
Iran (PMOI), an opposition group based outside Iran that advocates the 
overthrow of the Islamic Republic system. 

PMOI  Odnokdr Lni`gdchm Nqf`mhy`shnm ne Hq`m 

PRISONS 
ORGANIZATION 

State body that falls under the direct supervision of the head of the judiciary 
and is charged with the management of the affairs of all prisons, detention 
centres and their affiliated bodies. Its official name is the State Prisons and 
Security and Corrective Measures Organization.  

QESAS Punishment of retribution in kind 

SUPREME NATIONAL 
SECURITY COUNCIL 

State body that determines top-level defence and national security policies in 
line with the decrees of the Supreme Leader 

TABSAREH An explanatory note attached to an article of the law that clarifies the scope of 
the article and in some cases provide exceptions 

UN United Nations 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

®They tortured me and hurt me in any way they could. They 
even said they would have my son suspended from university. 
I told them I did nothing wrong; I took to the streets 
peacefully to claim our rights and protest against odnokdr
poor living conditions. I see my family and friends drowning 
in poverty ± this is the reason I attended the protests, but 
they [authorities] accused me of insulting the Supreme 
Leader and acting against the state.̄  
A peaceful protester from Mashhad, Khorasan Razavi province, who told the organization that he was subjected to arbitrary 
arrest, detention and torture and other ill-treatment in relation to the November 2019 protests 

 

In response to nationwide protests in November 2019 by tens of thousands of people across the country 
enkknvhmf sgd fnudqmldmsrsudden announcement about the significant overnight rise in the price of petrol, 
the Iranian authorities waged a campaign of mass repression that led to hundreds of deaths, resulting from 
the deliberate use of lethal force, and to the arrest of more than 7,000 men, women and children as young 
as 10 years old within a matter of days.  

Amnesty International has investigated the actions of the Iranian authorities against those arrested in 
connection with the protests and concluded that they committed widespread patterns of serious human 
rights violations, including arbitrary detention, enforced disappearance, torture and other ill-treatment, and 
flagrant breaches of the right to a fair trial. In May 2020, Amnesty International published its documentation 
of the patterns of unlawful killings carried out across the country and the details of 304 men, women and 
chhkcqdm jhkkdc ax Hq`mr rdbtqhsx enqbdr ctqhmf sgd oqnsdrss. 

Methodology  

Amnesty International conducted in-depth interviews with 66 individuals inside Iran and 10 outside the 
country between 26 November 2019 and 26 August 2020. They included 60 victims of arbitrary arrest, 
enforced disappearance, torture and other ill-treatment or their relatives or close acquaintances; two 
protesters who were in hiding; and 14 other informed individuals who had either witnessed or reliably 
investigated the violations concerned, including protesters and bystanders who were not arrested, lawyers, 
medical workers, local activists and journalists, and teachers of schoolchildren arrested.  

In addition, since 25 November 2019 when Amnesty International set up two dedicated telephone numbers 
for people to contact the organization with information about detentions, it received written text or voice 
messages as well as videos from several hundred individuals inside the country, including protesters and 
bystanders, family members, friends or acquaintances of those detained, lawyers, medical workers, local 
journalists or activists, and sources inside prisons. 
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Amnesty International also analysed extensive video footage of the protests, verified by its Digital Verification 
Corps, examined several court verdicts and other legal documents, and reviewed statements made by 
officials, as well as reports and testimonies published by other independent human rights organizations.  

The organization wrote to the president, Hassan Rouhani, and the head of the judiciary, Ebrahim Raisi, 
detailing its concerns and seeking comments and clarifications. No response had been received by the time 
of publication.  

Arbitrary arrest and detention 

@lmdrsx Hmsdqm`shnm`krfindings show that many of the arrests took place during the five days of protests, 
but, in the days and weeks that followed, the pattern of mass arrests continued. Individuals who had 
participated in the protests, in many cases peacefully, were identified through images taken by security 
officials or surveillance cameras and were arrested from their homes or workplaces and, in the cases of 
some children, at their schools. Many protesters and bystanders were also arrested from hospitals 
while seeking medical care for life-threatening gunshot wounds or other injuries sustained during the 
protests.  

Others arbitrarily targeted for arrest in connection with the protests were student activists, media workers, 
including journalists covering the events, and human rights defenders. Individuals who attended ceremonies 
to commemorate those killed during the protests also found themselves unjustly behind bars. 

Consistent with a long-standing pattern, the authorities used the heightened security atmosphere and the 
pretext of the protests to also arbitrarily arrest and detain activists belonging to ethnic minority groups who 
face entrenched discrimination, including Ahwazi Arabs, Azerbaijani Turks and Kurds, even when they had 
not taken part in the protests. While the protests were ongoing, intelligence and security officials also made 
threatening phone calls to several Azerbaijani Turkic activists, warning them not to attend the protests or else 
they would face arrest.  

In many cases, the arrests were carried out in a violent manner, with police, intelligence and security officials 
beating people and shoving them into vans. In some cases, security forces brandished weapons such as 
assault rifles and guns during arrest. According to cases reported to Amnesty International as well as official 
statements and information publicly available in different news and human rights websites, the arrests took 
place in 28 ne Hq`mr 21 provinces.  

The authorities also harassed, intimidated, and arbitrarily arrested and detained the families of ®wantec¯
protesters who were in hiding to put pressure on them to hand themselves over to the authorities.  

They similarly targeted the families of protesters and human rights defenders who were already in detention 
to put pressure on them to give forced written or video-qdbnqcdc ®bnmedrrhnmr¯. 

Based on information gathered by Amnesty Internatioǹk eqnl uhbshlr `mc uhbshlr e`lhkhdr+ `r vdkk `r eqnl
independent human rights groups outside Iran, Amnesty International has recorded the names and details of 
more than 500 protesters and others, including human rights defenders, who have been subjected to 
criminal investigations in connection with the November 2019 protests.  

As of 26 August 2020, at least three of the recorded individuals had been sentenced to death after a grossly 
unfair trial in which they were convicted of ®dmlhsx `f`hmrs Fnc¯ 'moharebeh) for acts of arson and 
vandalism. Prison terms meted out to those convicted ranged from between one month and 10 years based 
on vaguely worded national security-related charges. More than a dozen known to Amnesty International had 
been sentenced to flogging in addition to prison terms, and at least two had had their flogging sentences 
implemented by the time of publication.  

Amnesty International believes that the real number of individuals prosecuted and sentenced in connection 
with the November 2019 protests is far higher, given the large number of arrests carried out and previous 
patterns of prosecution and sentencing in the country following nationwide protests. The lack of access to 
information is due, in large part, to the climate of intense fear created by the authorities, which has resulted 
in fewer victims, relatives, lawyers and other informed individuals being willing to speak out.  

Charges routinely used against those detained in connection with the protests of November 2019 are drawn 
from thd Hrk`lhb Odm`k Bncd `mc g`ud hmbktcdc ®chrqtoshmf otakhb nqcdq¯+ ®f`sgdqhmf `mc bnkktchmf sn
commit crimes against national sebtqhsx¯ `mc ®ldladqrgho ne ` fqnto vhsg sgd otqonrd ne chrqtoshmf
m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx¯- Sgd cdehmhshnmr ne sgdrd bqhldr bnmsq`udmdthe principle of legality as they are overly broad 
and vague and allow the authorities to apply them arbitrarily to restrict the peaceful exercise of the rights to 
freedom of expression, association and assembly.  
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Other charges from the Islamic Penal Code which have been used to prosecute protesters have included, 
®roqd`chmf oqno`f`mc` `f`hmrs sgd rxrsdl¯+ ®hmrtkshmf sgd Rtoqdld Kd`cdq¯, ®hmrtkshmf neehbh`kr¯ and 
®roqd`chmf khdr vhsg sgd hmsdmshnm ne chrstqahmf sgd otakhb lhmc¯. These provisions effectively criminalize the 
free expression of ideas and opinions, in contravention of Hq`mr nakhf`shnmr tmcdq hmsdqm`shnm`k gtl`m qhfgsr 
law.  

Peaceful activities cited in court verdicts and prosecution documents reviewed by Amnesty International as 
®duhcdmbd¯ ne briminal activity against national security have included: participation in what the authorities 
g`ud qdedqqdc sn `r ®hkkdf`k oqnsdrsr¯ nq ®qhnsr¯: chanting political songs during protests; filming and/or sharing 
videos of protests on social media; attending memorial ceremonies of those killed during the protests and 
lighting candles for them; expressing on social media sympathy for the loss of those killed during the protests 
`mc qdedqqhmf sn sgdl `r ®l`qsxqr¯: sharing social media posts inviting members of the public to participate 
in the memorial ceremonies of those killed during the protests; and writing online posts in support of the 
protests.  

Many of those arrested in connection with the protests have also been accused of offences such as arson 
and destruction of public property. However, in all such cases examined in detail by Amnesty International, 
the authorities had not submitted credible evidence specifically pointing to individual defendants direct 
participation in violent acts amounting to internationally recognizable criminal offences.  

Amnesty International is also aware of a number of cases where the authorities contemplated bringing or 
brought vague and overly broad criminal charges against protesters that carry the death penalty. These 
include at least 40 former detainees in Behbahan, Khuzestan province, who were subjected to preliminary 
criminal investigatinmr enq ®aqldc qdadkkhnm¯'baghi), but were subsequently released without charge; a young 
man, Siamak Moghimi, held in the Greater Tehran Central Penitentiary (also known as Fashafouyeh prison), 
was put on trial for ®dmlhsx `f`hmrs Fnc¯ 'moharebeh), but was subsequently acquitted of this charge and 
bnmuhbsdc hmrsd`c ne ®f`sgdqhmf `mc bnkktchmf sn bnllhs bqhldr `f`hmrs m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx¯ `mc®chrqtoshmf
otakhb nqcdq¯ `mc rdmsdmbdc sn ehud xd`qr `mc sgqdd lnmsgr in prison; another young protester, Hossein 
Reyhani, also held in the Greater Tehran Central Penitentiary, who has been charged with ®dmlhsx `f`hmrs
Fnc¯ (moharebeh) and is awaiting trial, and three young men, Amirhossein Moradi, Mohammad Rajabi and 
Saeed Tamjidi, vgn vdqd rdmsdmbdc sn cd`sg enq ®dmlhsx `f`hmrs Fnc¯ 'moharebeh) in February 2020.  

Incommunicado detention and enforced disappearance  

Many detainees, including prisoners of conscience, were subjected to incommunicado detention and 
enforced disappearance for days, weeks or even months while held in undisclosed locations. Upon their 
transfer to regular prisons, it transpired that many had been detained either in unofficial secret detention 
places or in e`bhkhshdr vghbg `qd neehbh`kkx qdedqqdc sn `r ®rdbtqhsx cdsdmshnm e`bhkhshdr¯, both of which are run by 
the security and intelligence bodies including the ministry of intelligence or the Revolutionary Guards. Other 
detainees were held in overcrowded prisons or police stations, with little or no access to their families or 
lawyers. In some cities, military barracks, sports venues and schools were also used to hold detainees.  

Distressed relatives told the organization that they visited hospitals, morgues, police stations, prosecution 
offices, Revolutionary Courts, prisons and other known detention centres to enquire about their loved ones, 
but the authorities refused to provide them with information. In some cases, officials deliberately denied 
information they had on the fate and whereabouts of forcibly disappeared individuals to their relatives, even 
though they were in their custody. In other cases, officials admitted to relatives that their loved ones were in 
custody but refused to disclose their place of detention or the charges they faced.  

Instead of alleviating the anguish of relatives, the authorities frequently threatened them with arrest if they 
kept seeking information about their loved ones or publicly spoke out about them. In one case documented 
by Amnesty International, the authorities arrested a family member of two victims of enforced disappearance 
for enquiring about their fate and whereabouts.  

The widespread use of incommunicado detention and enforced disappearance left many families in a state 
of deep anguish and uncertainty. Many were left in fear about whether their loved ones were dead or alive, 
especially amid mounting reports of deaths resulting from the use of lethal force by the security forces during 
the protests and the refusal of the authorities to return the bodies of those killed to their families, as well as 
reports of deaths in custody.  

As of 26 August 2020, Amnesty International was aware of at least three cases of enforced disappearances 
related to the protests where the authorities continued to conceal the fate and whereabouts of the individuals 
concerned, including brothers Mehdi Roodbarian and Mostafa Roodbarian.  
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Torture and other ill-treatment  

Testimony from victims, uhbshlrfamilies, eyewitnesses and lawyers, video footage verified by Amnesty 
Hmsdqm`shnm`kr Chfhs`k Udqhehb`shnm Bnqor sd`l+ and reports from human rights defenders inside Iran and news 
and human rights organizations outside Iran reveal that police, intelligence and security agents and some 
prison officials used widespread torture and other ill-treatment against men, women and children, both 
during arrest and later in detention centres and prisons across the country. Amnesty International found that 
detainees were most at risk of torture and other ill-treatment in interrogations during their initial period of 
detention, in conditions amounting to enforced disappearance.  

According to information gathered by Amnesty International, torture was used to punish, intimidate and 
humiliate detainees. It was also used as an interrogation tactic to elicit self-incriminating statements and 
®bnmedrrhnmr¯+ mns itrs `ants sgdhq hmunkudldms hm sgd oqnsests, but also about their alleged associations with 
opposition groups, human rights defenders, journalists and media outlets outside Iran, as well as with foreign 
governments.  

Most frequently, victims recounted being hooded or blindfolded, punched, kicked, flogged, beaten with 
sticks, rubber hosepipes, knifes, batons and cables, suspended and/or forced into holding painful stress 
positions for prolonged periods, deprived of sufficient food and potable water, and placed in prolonged 
solitary confinement, sometimes for weeks or even months. 

Amnesty International also gathered information from primary sources on interrogators belonging to security 
and intelligence bodies and prison officials stripping detainees and spraying them with cold water, and 
subjecting detainees, including children, to extreme temperatures and/or bombardment of light or sound 
over a sustained period, forcible extraction of the nails from fingers or toes, pepper spraying, forced 
administration of chemical substances, electric shocks, waterboarding, and mock executions ± methods 
which correspond to patterns of torture previously documented in the country.  

Information received by Amnesty International from primary sources, includimf uhbshlr `mc uhbshlr qdk`shudr
and sources inside prisons, also reveals that interrogators and prison officials perpetrated sexual violence 
against male detainees, including through stripping and forced nakedness, invasive body searches intended 
to humiliate the victims, sustained sexual verbal abuse, pepper spraying the genital area, and administering 
electric shocks to the testicles.  

In all cases documented by Amnesty International, victims also reported various forms of psychological 
torture aimed at nas`hmhmf enqbdc ®bnmedrrhnmr¯- Sgdrd commonly included persistent use of degrading 
verbal insults and profanities; death threats and threats of further torture against detainees; threats to arrest, 
snqstqd+ jhkk nq nsgdqvhrd g`ql cds`hmddr e`lhkxmembers, including elderly parents and spouses; and threats 
to rape detainees or their family members. In several instances, interrogators also threatened to have uhbshlr
children suspended from their educational institutions or falsely told victims that their loved ones were 
already in custody and were being interrogated or tortured nearby.  

The authorities, including ministry of intelligence and Revolutionary Guards interrogators, prison officials and 
prosecution authorities, also routinely subjected detainees to torture and other ill-treatment by deliberately 
depriving them of access to medical treatment and medication for injuries sustained during the protests, 
including from gunshots and beatings, as well as for injuries sustained as a result of torture. In some cases, 
they deprived detainees of the medication they needed for serious pre-existing medical conditions.  

Sn @lmdrsx Hmsdqm`shnm`kr jmnvkdcfd+ mn hmuestigations have been launched into allegations of torture and 
other ill-treatment by detainees, even when made in court, and no official has been held to account.  

Fnqbdc ®bnmedrrhnmr¯ obtained under torture and other ill-treatment, some of which were filmed and 
broadcast on state television only days following arrests, have been systematically used as admissible 
evidence by courts to convict individuals in grossly unfair trials, even when defendants retracted their 
statements in court and said they had been made under torture and other ill-treatment. 

Unfair trials  

Individuals detained, investigated and prosecuted in connection with the November 2019 protests have 
suffered grossly unfair judicial proceedings.  

@lmdrsx Hmsdqm`shnm`ks research shows that interrogators belonging to security and intelligence bodies and 
prosecution authorities systematically denied the detainees their right to access a lawyer, even lawyers vetted 
and approved by the judiciary, during the investigation phase.  

In line with a growing practice in the country, in some instances, the prosecution and judicial authorities also 
prevented detainees from accessing lawyers of their own choosing during trial, in breach of Hq`mr nvm k`vr-
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They unlawfully told defendants that they had to choose their lawyers from a list of lawyers approved by the 
head of the judiciary, and the defendants who refused were consequently forced to represent themselves at 
trial.  

Amnesty International documented seven cases where individuals detained in connection with the 
protests were tried without any legal representation. This was either as a result of defendant being denied 
access to a lawyer of their own choosing, which consequently forced them to represent themselves at trial, or 
because the defendants were tried in their absence, without the state providing them with the opportunity to 
secure legal representation. Amnesty International understands from informed sources that the real number 
of such cases is far higher. 

The right to have time and facilities to prepare an adequate defence was also routinely flouted with lawyers 
often adhmf cdmhdc `bbdrr sn sgdhq bkhdmsr b`rd files until the start of trials, as well as appropriate facilities for 
private consultation and communication with clients. Detainees were often not allowed to meet their lawyers 
until a few hours before their trial date and sometimes not until the trial had begun. 

Proceedings took place behind closed doors in contravention of the right of defendants to fair and public 
hearings. Amnesty International is also aware of at least three cases where the defendants themselves were 
not present in their trials and were convicted and sentenced in their absence.  

Judges presiding over criminal and Revolutionary Courts were generally hostile and biased against the 
defendants and showed a lack of impartiality by openly supporting the accusations of the intelligence and 
security officials.  

Generally, sentences were upheld without any hearings taking place and many detainees and their lawyers 
were not provided with an opportunity to present the appeal court with written statements in support of their 
case beyond the submissions accompanying the appeal request. In many cases, the ability to launch a 
meaningful appeal was further hampered ax sgd `tsgnqhshdr qefusal to provide those convicted and their 
lawyers with written judgements.  

Crisis of impunity  

To date, no public official has been investigated, let alone held accountable, for ordering, committing or 
acquiescing to crimes of torture and enforced disappearance and other grave human rights violations during 
and in the aftermath of the protests. The Iranian authorities have also refused to make public any official 
information on the final number of arrests, the number of people who remain in detention, and the status of 
their cases.  

As with many other past atrocities, the crisis of impunity for the human rights violations committed in the 
context of November 2019 protests goes beyond the failure to investigate and ensure accountability. Top 
officials in the country have made statements that, in fact, praise the security and intelligence forces for 
swiftly ending the unrest, and celebrate their brutal crackdown ar ` ®bqtrghmf uhbsnqx¯ `f`hmrs ®` cddo+
extensive and very dangerous plot̄. 

In a co-ordinated efenqs sn ®itrshex¯ sgd gtl`m qhfgsr uhnk`shnmr bnllhssdc ctqhmf `mc hm sgd `esdql`sg ne sgd
protests, state officials have bnmrhrsdmskx cdohbsdc `qqdrsdc oqnsdrsdqr `r ®qhnsdqr¯+ ®bntmsdq-qdunktshnm`qhdr¯
`mc ®duhk-cndqr¯ bent on sowing chaos with the suppoqs ne ®gnrshkd enqdhfm onvdqr¯ `mc noonrhshnm fqntor
based abroad, and highlighted the damage to public and private property that took place during some 
protests.  

International law and standards 

International human rights law prohibits the arbitrary deprivation of liberty, including arrest, detention or 
imprisonment. Detainees have a right to communicate with the outside world and to receive visits. Torture is 
an international crime and its use is prohibited under all circumstances. Statements elicited as a result of 
torture, ill-treatment or other forms of coercion must be excluded as evidence in criminal proceedings, 
except those brought against suspected perpetrators of such abuse.  

The right to a fair trial is legally binding on all states as part of customary international law. Those facing 
criminal proceedings must have the right to access legal counsel from the time of arrest and throughout the 
pre-trial and trial proceedings; not to be compelled to testify against themselves or to confess guilt; not to be 
detained on vague charges; to receive a fair, public hearing before a competent, independent and impartial 
tribunal; and to be provided with a public, reasoned judgement. 

States are obliged to conduct prompt, thorough, effective, independent and impartial investigations in 
relation to alleged violations and to bring those responsible to justice. The investigation results should be 
published. Victims and their families, as well as other members of society, have the right to know the truth 
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about human rights violations. Victims of human rights violations also have the right to full and effective 
reparation for harm they have suffered. 

Recommendations  

Amnesty International is calling on the Iranian authorities to immediately and unconditionally release anyone 
imprisoned solely for peacefully exercising their rights to freedom of expression, association and peaceful 
assembly in connection with the November 2019 protests. The authorities must drop any charges stemming 
from the peaceful exercise of these human rights and ensure that all convictions resulting from grossly unfair 
trials are quashed. They must initiate prompt, impartial, independent and effective investigations into all 
allegations of torture and other ill-treatment and enforced disappearance, with a view to bringing those 
responsible to justice in fair trials.  

Given the gravity of the human rights violations perpetrated and the systematic impunity prevailing in Iran, 
Amnesty International renews its call on member states of the UN Human Rights Council to mandate a UN-
led inquiry into the widespread and systematic patterns of mass arrests, enforced disappearances, torture 
and unfair trials of detainees, as well as the unlawful killings of protesters and bystanders, that took place 
during and in the aftermath of the November 2019 protests with a view to ensuring accountability and 
guarantees of non-repetition.  

The organization also urges all UN member states to call on the Iranian authorities to respect and protect the 
rights to freedom of expression, association and peaceful assembly; bring laws into conformity with 
international law by repealing or substantially amending vaguely worded provisions of the Islamic Penal 
Code; disclose the fate and whereabouts of anyone forcibly disappeared in connection with the November 
2019 protests; end torture and other ill-treatment, including the practice of extracting and broadcasting 
enqbdc ®bnmedrrhnmr¯; and take concrete steps to ensure that all trials meet international standards of 
fairness. The Iranian authorities must also be urged to accept requests to visit from the Special Procedures 
of the UN Human Rights Council.  
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2. METHODOLOGY AND 
BACKGROUND 

2.1 METHODOLOGY 
In the context of its ongoing investigation into the repression of anti-establishment protests in November 
2019, Amnesty International has researched allegations of human rights violations committed by the Iranian 
authorities against those detained in connection with the protests.  
 
Between 26 November 2019 and 26 August 2020, Amnesty International conducted in-depth interviews 
with 66 individuals inside Iran and 10 outside the country, who were selected on the basis of their 
willingness to be interviewed. They included 60 victims of arbitrary arrest, enforced disappearance, torture 
and other ill-treatment or their relatives or close acquaintances; two protesters who were in hiding; and 14 
other informed individuals who had either witnessed or reliably investigated the violations concerned, 
including protesters and bystanders who were not arrested, lawyers, medical workers, local activists and 
journalists, and teachers of schoolchildren arrested.  

Based on these in-depth interviews, Amnesty international was able to document the cases of 75 individuals, 
including 68 men and seven women, who were targeted for arbitrary arrest and detention, enforced 
disappearance, and torture or other ill-treatment in connection with the protests.  

The documented cases were from 13 provinces: Alborz, Ardabil, East Azerbaijan, Esfahan, Fars, 
Kermanshah, Khuzestan, Khorasan Razavi, Kurdistan, Markazi, Mazandaran, Tehran and West Azerbaijan. 
Amnesty International also learned of cases of detained individuals belonging to Hq`mr A`ktbgh minority in 
Sistan and Baluchestan province, but struggled to obtain detailed information. The organization experienced 
similar challenges in documenting the cases of detainees adknmfhmf sn Hq`mr @gv`yh @q`a lhmnqhsx hm
Khuzestan province.  

Through the interviews conducted, the organization was also informed about the arrest and torture and other 
ill-treatment of scores of children in the provinces of Kermanshah, Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad, Khuzestan 
and Kurdistan. However, it was not able to obtain the names of the child victims and access their families to 
obtain more detailed information.  

The vast majority of those interviewed by Amnesty International were in a state of shock, trauma and 
indecision for weeks and months after the protests took place, as they weighed up their yearning to tell their 
stories against the fear of reprisals against them or their relatives if they did so. Amnesty International has 
previously documented that, dtqhmf `mc hm sgd `esdql`sg ne sgd Mnudladq 1/08 oqnsdrsr+ Hq`mr hmsdkkhfdmbd
and security bodies conducted a campaign of repression to prevent victimr e`lhkhdrand others from talking 
to human rights organizations and the media.1  

All interviews were conducted in Persian, in 69 cases orally and in six cases in writing. Unless otherwise 
indicated, Amnesty International has withheld the names of sources interviewed in order to protect their 

 
1 Amnesty International, Iran: At least 23 children killed by security forces in November protests ± new evidence (Press Release, 4 March 
2020), https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-november-protests-new-
evidence/; Amnesty International, Sgdx rgns ntq bghkcqdm9 Jhkkhmfr ne lhmnqr hm Hq`mr Mnudladq 1/08 oqnsdrsr (Index: MDE 13/1894/2020). 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-november-protests-new-evidence/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-november-protests-new-evidence/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/1894/2020/en/
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security. For this reason, this report does not specify the exact time, location or means of communication for 
the interviews conducted.  

Furthermore, due to serious security concerns, in many instances, the names of the victims whose cases 
were documented by Amnesty International as well as details such as the name of the city where the acts of 
torture and other ill-treatment documented took place and the exact date when they took place have not 
been mentioned in the report in order to ensure that the sources on whose testimonies Amnesty 
International has relied cannot be identified.  

On 25 November 2019, Amnesty International set up two dedicated telephone numbers and shared these 
on its Iran-focused social media channels and through widely watched news channels based outside Iran to 
encourage people to contact the organization with information about detentions. In the following days, weeks 
and months, the organization received written text or voice messages as well as videos from several hundred  
individuals inside the country, including protesters and bystanders, family members, friends or 
acquaintances of those detained, lawyers, medical workers, local journalists or activists, and sources inside 
prisons.  

Most of these individuals were not willing to have an in-depth interview with Amnesty International due to 
security concerns. However, their written or voice messages provided Amnesty International with valuable 
information about the profiles of individuals detained and the circumstances of their arrests, the widespread 
ill-treatment of families seeking information on the fate and whereabouts of their detained relatives, the 
presence of security and intelligence agents at hospitals where injured protesters and bystanders were 
receiving treatment, the conditions of prisons and detention centres in various cities across the country, the 
patterns of raids and mass arrests in the days and weeks following the protests, and the heightened security 
atmosphere prevailing in the country.  

In order to ascertain the credibility of the information received, Amnesty International replied to every 
individual who contacted the organization, asking them to explain how they had been impacted or learned 
about the violations they were reporting.  

The organization systematically compared the information received from primary and secondary sources on 
the patterns of mass arbitrary arrests, enforced disappearance, torture and other ill-treatment with the cases 
and concerns documented by other credible human rights activists and organizations, and with previous 
o`ssdqmr ne uhnk`shnmr cnbtldmsdc hm sgd nqf`mhy`shnmr nvm qdonqsr.  

Throughout the process of research, Amnesty International maintained close contact with credible human 
rights defenders and journalists based outside Iran who were working on the situation of detainees and had 
their own channels of communications with uhbshlr `mc uhbshlr qdk`shuds, sources inside prisons, and other 
eyewitnesses.  

Amnesty International also conducted internet searches to develop an understanding of the number of 
individuals who have been subjected to criminal investigations in connection with the protests since 
November 2019, and whose cases have been reported on by human rights organizations and media outlets. 
As of 26 August 2020, based on information gathered from primary and secondary sources, the organization 
had recorded the names and details of more than 500 protesters and others, including human rights 
defenders, who have been subjected to criminal investigations in connection with the November 2019 
protests. 

Amnesty International was able to obtain and review several legal documents, including court verdicts and 
written orders of prosecutors, where they were made available to defendants or their lawyers, or where they 
had been obtained by other sources. In many cases, judicial and prosecution authorities have refused to 
provide individuals convicted and sentenced with a written copy of the judgement issued against them. 
Many detainees have learned about their verdicts from prison officials, either verbally or through a letter 
provided to them in prison, which simply stated the charges on which they were convicted, and the sentence 
issued against them. Hm rnld b`rdr+ cds`hmddr lawyers have been allowed to review judgements at a court 
office and take written notes (see section 6.1), while, in other cases, lawyers have been simply informed 
through a letter nq `m dkdbsqnmhb mnshehb`shnm eqnl sgd itchbh`qxr nmkhmd b`rd l`m`fdldms rxrsdl of the 
charges on which their clients were convicted and the sentence issued against them.  

The organization analysed extensive video footage of the protests, verified by its Digital Verification Corps, 
which showed Iranian security forces using force, including lethal force, against protesters and bystanders, 
and subjecting them to violence during the protests, as well as during arrest and transfer to detention 
facilities.  
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Amnesty International reviewed official statements by the authorities published in state-owned and state-
affiliated news agencies in Iran and searched for and analysed videos that were broadcast on state television 
oqnuhchmf sgd `tsgnqhshdr udqrhnm ne dudmsr `mcshowing detainees making what were presented as 
®confessions̄ .  
 
On 19 August 2020, Amnesty International wrote to the president, Hassan Rouhani, and the head of the 
judiciary, Ebrahim Raisi, detailing its concerns in relation to human rights violations committed against those 
detained during or in the aftermath of the protests, and seeking comments and clarifications, including on 
any measures taken to address them. No response had been received by the time of publication. Amnesty 
International will continue to seek opportunities to discuss its concerns and recommendations with the 
Iranian authorities.  
 
Amnesty International expresses deep gratitude to and admiration for all the courageous people who 
contacted the organization to share thehq nvm nq nsgdqr painful experiences.  

2.2 BACKGROUND  
On 15 November 2019, following a sudden announcement by the government about a significant overnight 
increase in the price of fuel, tens of thousands of people across Iran took to the streets in protest. Early on, 
protesters went on marches, conducted sit-ins, boycotted petrol stations, created traffic jams with their cars 
and handed out flowers to security forces. The focus of the protests quickly expanded from concerns about 
the price of fuel to broader grievances against the political establishment, generating demands for 
sq`mrenql`shnm ne sgd bntmsqxr onkhshb`k rxrsdm, including constitutional reforms and an end to the Islamic 
Republic system.  

Hq`mr rdbtqhsx enqbdr responded by acting swiftly to crush the protests, which lasted until 19 November, 
using unlawful force, including live ammunition, birdshot, metal pellets, tear gas and water cannons against 
protesters and bystanders.2 

Almost as soon as the protests started, the authorities implemented a near-total internet shutdown, which 
stopped people inside Iran from being able to share images and videos of the lethal crackdown with the rest 
of the world. The internet did not start to return until 21 November and did not return to full connectivity 
until several days later.3  

Although most of the demonstrations started peacefully, in some instances, some protesters turned to stone-
throwing against security forces or engaged in acts of vandalism- Hq`mr lhmhrsqx ne hmsdqhnq g`r rs`sdc sg`s, in 
the course of the protests, more than 50 police stations, 731 banks, 70 petrol stations and nine religious 
centres were set on fire or otherwise damaged, as were 183 police vehicles, 34 ambulances, 307 private 
cars, and 1,076 private motorcycles.4  

Amnesty International has cnbtldmsdc sgd b`rdr ne 2/3 ldm+ vnldm `mc bghkcqdm jhkkdc ax Hq`mr rdbtqhsx
forces during the protests while noting that the real number of those killed is likely much higher.5 The vast 
majority of those killed died from gunshot wounds to their heads, necks, chest and hearts, indicating that the 
security forces were shooting to kill. Thousands of others were injured.  

According to extensive research, including video analysis, conducted by Amnesty International, in almost all 
of the protests, there is no evidence that people were in possession of firearms or that they posed an 
imminent threat to life that would have warranted the use of lethal force by security forces.  

Amnesty International is aware of only two neighbourhood-level protests, both in Mahshahr, Khuzestan 
province, that involved gunfire being exchanged between several armed protesters and security forces, 
resulting in the death of one Revolutionary Guards official and one police officer. Even during these two 

 
2 Amnesty International, Hq`m9 Cds`hkr qdkd`rdc ne 2/3 cd`sgr ctqhmf oqnsdrsr rhw lnmsgr `esdq rdbtqhsx enqbdr jhkkhmf roqdd (Press Release, 
20 May 2020), https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months-after-
security-forces-killing-spree/; Amnesty International, Iran: At least 23 children killed by security forces in November protests ± new evidence 
(Press Release, 4 March 2020), https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-
november-protests-new-evidence/; Amnesty International, Iran: More than 100 protesters believed to be killed as top officials give green 
light to crush protests (Press Release, 19 November 2019), www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/11/iran-more-than-100-protesters-
believed-to-be-killed-as-top-officials-give-green-light-tocrush-protests/   
3 Ooni, ®Ir`mr m`shnm-wide Internet blackout: Measurement data and technical observations̄+ 12 Mnudladq 1/08+
https://ooni.org/post/2019-iran-internet-blackout/ 
4 Hrk`lhb Qdotakhb Mdvr @fdmbx+ ®Sgdattempt of sgd uhkk`hmr sn dwokncd sgd k`qfdrs f`r s`mj hm nmd ne sgd bhshdr e`hkdc¯+ 16 Mnudladq 1/08+
https://www.irna.ir/news/83570589/ (in Persian). 
5 Amnesty International, Iran: Details of 304 deaths in crackdown on November 2019 protests, 20 May 2020 (Index: MDE 13/2308/2020). 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months-after-security-forces-killing-spree/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-november-protests-new-evidence/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/iran-at-least-23-children-killed-by-security-forces-in-november-protests-new-evidence/
http://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/11/iran-more-than-100-protesters-believed-to-be-killed-as-top-officials-give-green-light-tocrush-protests/
http://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/11/iran-more-than-100-protesters-believed-to-be-killed-as-top-officials-give-green-light-tocrush-protests/
https://ooni.org/post/2019-iran-internet-blackout/
https://www.irna.ir/news/83570589/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/2308/2020/en/
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incidents, based on the testimonies of surviving protesters and video footage analysed by Amnesty 
International, the security forces did not confine their use of lethal force to those posing an imminent threat 
to life as there is evidence that they also shot at and killed unarmed protesters who were posing no threat.6 

Based on state media reports, Amnesty International has calculated that a total of five members of the 
security forces were killed during the protests.7 

 

 

 

 
6 These took place in the neighbourhood of Chamran (also known as Jarrahi) on 18 November 2019 and the neighbourhood of Taleghani 
(also known as Koureh) on 18 November 2019 and lasted into the early hours of 19 November 2019. See: Amnesty International, Iran: 
Details of 304 deaths in crackdown on November 2019 protests (Index: MDE 13/2308/2020). 
7 Gnkx Cdedmrd Mdvr @fdmbx+ ®Fdsshmf sn jmnv lnqd `ants sgd l`qsxqr ne sgd qhnsr¯+ 16 Mnudlber 2019, https://bit.ly/2TjK9yE (in Persian); 
S`am`j+ ®Uhsit of commander-in-bghde+ R`k`lh+ vhsg sgd e`lhkx ne l`qsxq vgn cdedmcdc rdbtqhsx¯+ 0 I`mt`qx 1/1/+https://bit.ly/36c4dZh (in 
Odqrh`m(: Hrk`lhb Qdotakhb Mdvr @fdmbx+ ®L`qsxq Qdy` R`x`ch hr ` rxlank ne bntq`fd `mc rdlf-r`bqhehbd hm rnbhdsx¯+ 1/ Mnudladq 1/08+
https://bit.ly/2TkbwbY (in Persian); Mizan Nmkhmd Mdvr @fdmbx+ ®E`lhkhdr ne l`qsxqr o`x sqhatsd sn Lnqsdy` Daq`ghlh `mc Lnrs`e` Qdy`dh¯+
17 December 2019, https://bit.ly/2Tjdbyn 'hm Odqrh`m(: S`rmhl Mdvr @fdmbx+ ®Sgd uhrhs ne I`mm`sh vhsg sgd e`lhkx ne rdbtqhsx l`qsxq Lnqsdy`
Daq`ghlh¯+ 15 Movember 2019, https://bit.ly/2XbLZTv (in Persian); Mashregg Mdvr+ ®Ehkl9 Etmdq`k ne rdbtqhsx l`qsxq Lnrs`e` Qdy`dh¯+ 1/
November 2019,  https://bit.ly/3e4kK3U (in Persian); and Mehr Mdvr @fdmbx+ ®Uhrhs vhsg sgd e`lhkx ne ` rdbtqhsx l`qsxq `mc `ood`q`mbd hm
Q`yh Tmhudqrhsx hm Jdql`mrg`g¯+ 0/ Cdbdladq 1/08+https://mehrnews.com/xQLJq (in Persian). 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/2308/2020/en/
https://bit.ly/2TjK9yE
https://bit.ly/36c4dZh
https://bit.ly/2TkbwbY
https://bit.ly/2Tjdbyn
https://bit.ly/2XbLZTv
https://bit.ly/3e4kK3U
https://mehrnews.com/xQLJq
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3. ARBITRARY ARRESTS 
AND DETENTIONS 

®I was on my way to work when I was shot in the stomach. I 
had surgery in hospital to remove the bullet. When I was 
discharged, security forces£ were waiting inside the 
hospital to arrest me. They were arresting everyone after 
their discharge. In the detention centre, there were many 
people with gunshot wounds-¯ 
An individual from Karaj, Alborz province, who was on his way to work on 17 November 2019 when he was shot and then 
arbitrarily arrested and detained for several days 

 

Evidence gathered by Amnesty International shows that many of the arrests and detentions that took place in 
connection with the November 2019 nationwide protests were arbitrary, as individuals were targeted solely 
for peacefully exercising their rights to freedom of expression, association and peaceful assembly. In 
addition, Amnesty International believes that, in virtually all cases, the arrests and detentions carried out in 
connection with the protests violated due process guarantees, which would also render the arrests and 
detentions arbitrary and result in unfair trials (for more information, see chapter 6).  

Although Hq`mr Bnmrshstshnm `mc Bncd ne Bqhlhm`k Oqnbdctqd oqnuhcd for the right to liberty, restrictive, overly 
broad and vaguely worded provisions in the Islamic Penal Code and other laws give rise to arbitrary arrests 
and detentions. In addition, once in custody, detainees are not afforded legal protections in line with 
international human rights standards. For example, the Code of Criminal Procedure does not provide for the 
accused to be brought promptly before an independent and impartial judicial authority, such as a judge, 
following arrest. Instead, it requires them to be taken to the investigator in the case, whose office is located 
within the office of the prosecutor and therefore lacks the necessary independence, objectivity and 
impartiality. This effectively means that the same authority who issues the detention order also approves it, 
qdronmcr sn ` cds`hmddr qdptdrs sn g`ud hs qduoked, and determines whether it should be extended; it leaves 
detainees without a meaningful opportunity to challenge the lawfulness of their detention.  

In the case of those detained in relation to the November 2019 protests, some detainees were not even 
brought before the investigator for days or weeks following their arrests, in contravention of Article 185 of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure, which states that the period in which the accused may be detained before 
being brought before the investigator should not exceed 24 hours.8  

 
8 For more information, see Amnesty International, Iran: Flawed reforms: Iran's new code of criminal procedure (Index: MDE 
13/2708/2016). 
 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/2708/2016/en/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/2708/2016/en/
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3.1 MASS ARRESTS 
During and in the aftermath of the protests+ Hq`mr police and intelligence and security forces arrested 
thousands of men, women and children. Those arrested included peaceful protesters and bystanders, 
among whom were schoolchildren as young as 10 years old. Others arbitrarily targeted for arrest in 
connection with the protests, either during them or in the weeks that followed, were student activists, media 
workers, including journalists covering the events, and human rights defenders, including those belonging to 
ethnic minority groups.  

The Iranian authorities have not released official figures on the number of people arrested. However, on 25 
November 2019, Hossein Naghavi Hosseini, a member of parliament and the spokesperson of Hq`mr
parliamentary committee for national security and foreign policy, stated that around 7,000 people had been 
arrested.9 Independent media reports suggested that the number of those arrested was far higher. 

@lmdrsx Hmsdqm`shnm`kr qdrd`qbg rgnvr sg`s l`mx ne sgd `qqdrsr snnj ok`bd ctqhmf sgd eive days of protests, 
but, in the days and weeks that followed, the pattern of mass arrests continued, particularly in provinces that 
had suffered high death tolls in a context in which the authorities had stationed significant numbers of 
security vehicles and personnel in public places to deter further protests.  

Intelligence and security forces identified individuals who had participated in protests through images taken 
by surveillance cameras and carried out raids, including at night, into homes to carry out arrests. People 
were also arrested at their workplace or, in the cases of some children, at their schools.  

In many cases, the arrests were carried out in a violent manner, with intelligence and security officials 
beating those arrested and shoving them into vans. In some cases, security forces brandished firearms 
during arrest.  

According to cases reported to Amnesty International as well as official statements and information publicly 
available in different news and human rights websites, the arrests took place hm 17 ne Hq`mr 20 oqnuhmbdr 
including in Alborz, Ardabil, Boushehr, East Azerbaijan, Esfahan, Fars, Gilan, Golestan, Hamedan, 
Hormozgan, Ilam, Kerman, Kermanshah, Kurdistan, Khorasan Razavi, Khorasan South, Khuzestan, 
Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad, Lorestan, Markazi, Mazandaran, Qazvin, Semnan, Sistan and Baluchestan, 
Tehran, West Azerbaijan, Yazd and Zanjan.  

Amnesty International obtained an official document from a source inside Iran that sheds light on the large 
number of people who were swept up in mass arrests even in small cities. The legal order dated 20 January 
2020 and issued by an investigator in the office of the prosecutor in the city of Behbahan, Khuzestan 
province, records that, in this small city alone,10 over 1,000 people were arrested in connection with the 
protests. The document notes that the vast majority were subsequently released due to lack of evidence 
against them. It also lists the charges brought against 124 named individuals who were either held in 
custody or released on bail in connection with the protests, and instructs that 37 be referred for trial and that 
the charges against the remaining 87 be dropped.  

According to eyewitnesses interviewed by Amnesty International, security and intelligence forces, including 
paramilitary Basij forces, maintained a heavy presence in hospitals and medical centres across the country, 
in some places reportedly forcing hospital managers to provide them with lists of names of patients admitted 
with injuries consistent with the impact of firearms, birdshot or beatings, and violently arrested many injured 
protesters and bystanders from hospitals while they were seeking medical care or immediately after they 
were discharged. One man from Karaj, Alborz province, who was on his way to work on 17 November 2019 
when he was shot and arbitrarily arrested and detained told Amnesty International: 

®H v`r nm lx v`x sn vnqj vgdm H was shot in the stomach. I was in shock and initially thought I had been hit with 
a stun gun, but then I realised I was bleeding from my stomach. I looked around me and saw many other people 
had also been shot, in their heads and necks. I had surgery in hospital to remove the bullet. When I was 
discharged a few days later, security forces in plain clothes were waiting inside the hospital to arrest me. I was 
detained for several days and then released on bail. The security forces were arresting everyone after their 
discharge from hospital. In the detention centre, there were many people with gunshot wounds and other 
hmitqhdr-¯  
 

 
9 Entekhab, ®Naghavi Hosseini: The arrests of approximately 7,000 people in the unrests in Iran̄ , November 26, 2019 
https://www.entekhab.ir/fa/news/514774/ (in Persian). 
10 @bbnqchmf sn Hq`mr k`rs bdmrtr+ vghbg v`r b`qqhdc nts hm 1/05+ Adga`g`m g`c ` onotk`shnm ne 011+5/3- Rdd sge website of the Statistical 
Centre of Iran: https://www.amar.org.ir/  
 

https://www.entekhab.ir/fa/news/514774/
https://www.amar.org.ir/
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According to information provided to Amnesty International by informed sources inside Iran and 
documented by other human rights groups,11 across the country, a number of journalists, as well as social 
media users, were arrested or summoned for questioning for reporting on the protests or commenting on 
social medh` `ants sgd `tsgnqhshdr bq`bjcnvm- 
 
For example, on 22 November 2019, journalist Mohammad Mosaed was arrested from his home over a 
tweet he had posted on 18 November 2019 about the near-total internet shutdown imposed by the 
authorities. He was detained hm Sdgq`mr Duhm oqhrnm adenqd adhmf qdkd`rdc nm a`hk nm 6 Cdbdladq 1/08-12  

Even Iranian journalists based abroad, such as those working for UK-based Persian-language news 
organizations, faced intimidation, harassment and threats of kidnapping for their reporting of the protests as 
authorities summoned for interrogation their Iran-based relatives to pressure them to stop their work. 

Consistent with a longstanding pattern, the authorities also used the heightened security atmosphere and the 
pretext of the protests to arbitrarily arrest and detain members of ethnic minority groups, including activists, 
who face entrenched discrimination, including Ahwazi Arabs, Azerbaijani Turks and Kurds, even when they 
had not taken part in the protests.  
 

MOZHGAN KAVOUSI 

Writer, researcher and documentary filmmaker13 Mozhgan 
Kavousi+ eqnl Hq`mr Kurdish minority, was arrested on 18 
November 2019 by the intelligence unit of the Revolutionary 
Guards at her home in the city of Noshahr, Mazandaran 
province, primarily in connection with her writings on social 
media about the November 2019 protests.14  
 
She was taken to a detention centre run by the intelligence 
unit of the Revolutionary Guards in Sari, Mazandaran 
province, where she was held in prolonged solitary 
confinement and interrogated without a lawyer present.  
 
She was transferred to Noshahr prison on 10 December 
2019 before being released on bail on 19 December 2019.  

Following an unfair trial which took place before Branch 1 of the Revolutionary Court in Noshahr around 
mid-December 2019, during the final days of her detention, she was convictec ne ®roqd`chmf oqno`f`mc`
`f`hmrs sgd rxrsdl¯ `mc ®hmbhshmf odnokd sn chrqtos sgd bntmsqxr nqcdq `mc rdbtqhsx¯ in connection with 
two posts on her Instagram account about the Noveladq 1/08 oqnsdrsr `mc ®ldladqrgho ne ` fqnto vhsg
the purpose of disruptinf m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx¯ hm bnmmdbshnm vhsg the Kurdish Democratic Party of Iran, a 
Kurdish opposition party of which she was briefly a member several years ago. 

She was sentenced to five years and nine months in prison. She did not have access to a lawyer at trial. 
On 11 March 2020, an appeal court increased her sentence to six years, four months and 15 days, of 
which she will have to serve three years.15 She was rearrested on 19 May 2020 and transferred to 
Sdgq`mr Duhm oqhrnm snserve her prison sentence.  

Mozhgan Kavousi is a prisoner of conscience imprisoned solely for exercising her rights to freedom of 
expression, association and peaceful assembly. 

 
 

 
11 Reporters Without Borders, ®Iran: Open season on journalists after deadly crackdown on protests,̄ 4 December 2019, 
https://rsf.org/en/news/iran-open-season-journalists-after-deadly-crackdown-protests  
12 Radio Zamaneh, ®The arrest of journalist Mohammad Mosaed for his tweets during the internet blackout ,̄ 23 November 2019, 
https://www.radiozamaneh.com/475746 (in Persian); Islamic Republic News Agency, ®The case file of Mohammad Mosaed will be 
investigated by the internet crimes prosecution̄ , 5 December 2019, https://plus.irna.ir/news/83581225/ (in Persian); Radio Farda, 
®Journalist Mohammad Mosaed was released from prison on bail,̄ 7 December 2019, https://www.radiofarda.com/a/30312751.html (in 
Persian). 
13 To watch the trailer of Mozhf`m J`untrhr cnbtldms`qx ehkl shskdcHiwa about the Kurdish language, produced in 2017, see: 
https://www.aparat.com/v/vubfR (in Persian). 
14 Jtqchrs`m Gtl`m Qhfgsr Mdsvnqj+ ®Jtqchrg vqhsdq Lnzhf`m J`untrh `qqdrsdc hm sgd mnqsg ne Hq`m¯+ 2/ Mnudladq 1/08+ 
http://kurdistanhumanrights.net/fa/?p=10744 (in Persian). 
15 Jtqchrs`m Gtl`m Qhfgsr Mdsvnqj+ ®Sgd rdmsdmbd ne Lnygf`m J`untrh v`r hmbqd`rdc ax `m `ood`k bntqs¯+ 06 L`qbg 1/1/+ 
http://kurdistanhumanrights.net/fa/?p=12268 (in Persian). 

Mozhgan Kavousi @Private 
 

https://rsf.org/en/news/iran-open-season-journalists-after-deadly-crackdown-protests
https://www.radiozamaneh.com/475746
https://plus.irna.ir/news/83581225/
https://www.radiofarda.com/a/30312751.html
https://www.aparat.com/v/vubfR
http://kurdistanhumanrights.net/fa/?p=10744
http://kurdistanhumanrights.net/fa/?p=12268
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According to information gathered by Amnesty International, in a coordinated campaign targeting Azerbaijani 
Turkic activists, intelligence and security officials made threatening phone calls to several Azerbaijani Turkic 
activists while the protests were ongoing, warning them not to participate or else they would face arrest. 
 

AZERBAIJANI TURKIC ACTIVISTS  

Akbar Mohajeri, Babak Hosseini Moghaddam, Nasser Kholousi, Mohammad Mahmoudi, Sajjad Shahiri, 
Shahin Barzegar, brothers Ayoub Shiri and Davoud Shiri, and several other activists from the Azerbaijani 
Turkic ethnic minority were arrested from their homes or places of work in the provinces of East 
Azerbaijan and West Azerbaijan in coordinated raids by plain-clothes agents from the ministry of 
intelligence either while the protests were ongoing between 15 and 19 November 2019 or in the weeks 
that followed, even though none of them had participated in the protests. Some were arrested in a violent 
manner and beaten during arrest. 

They were all held in a ministry of intelligence detention centre in Tabriz, East Azerbaijan province, for 
over two months. Some were held in solitary confinement the entire time, while others were held for a 
short period in solitary confinement and then in cells with other detainees. None were allowed access to a 
lawyer during this time. They were transferred to Tabriz prison around the beginning of February 2020.  

For months after their arrests, their families were denied information about the reasons for their arrest and 
their exact location. The prosecution authorities told their families that the arrests were a security matter 
and, therefore, they had no intention of providing them with any information. They said they could detain 
them for as long as they wanted and that they were not allowed lawyers.  

Some of their family members were harassed, intimidated and detained for short periods when seeking 
information about them and one was told that the families should stop looking for them as they were all 
going to be executed. 

The men were interrogated and questioned about peaceful activities such as communicating with other 
Azerbaijani Turkic activists or with groups outside Iran.   

According to information available to Amnesty International, interrogators tried to force all of them to give 
®bnmedrrhnmr¯ sg`s vdqd chbs`sdc sn sgdl- Rome refused to give such ®bnmedrrhnmr¯while others were 
forced to do so under conditions amounting to torture and other ill-treatment, including prolonged solitary 
confinement and intentional deprivation of medical treatment, as well as false promises that their cases 
would be swiftly resolved. They were forced separately to read incriminating statements that their 
interrogators had written on a white board behind a video camera and were filmed while doing so. 

From top left to bottom right: Akbar Mohajeri, Mohammad Mahmoudi, Shahin Barzegar, Davoud Shiri, Ayoub Shiri, Nasser Kholousi, Sajjad Shahiri, Babak 
Hosseini Moghaddam @ Private 
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They were all released separately on bail between the end of February and beginning of March 2020 
pending trial. None were allowed a lawyer until days before their trial. 

On 14 May 2020, Branch 1 of the Revolutionary Court in Tabriz convicted Mohammad Mahmoudi of 
®roqd`chmf oqno`f`mc` `f`hmrs sgd rxrsdl¯ `mc rdmsdmbdc ghl sn entq lnmsgr hm oqhrnm- Mdhsgdq
Mohammad Mahmoudi nor his lawyer was given a copy of the verdict.  

Rg`ghm A`qydf`qr b`rdwas split into two separate trials. On 9 June 2020, he stood trial before Branch 
112 of Criminal Court 2 hm S`aqhy enq ®chrstqahmf otakhb nqcdq¯ `mcbefore Branch 1 of the Revolutionary 
Bntqs hm S`aqhy enq ®roqd`chmf oqno`f`mc` `f`hmrs sgd rxrsdl¯ `mc ®ldladqrgho ne ` fqnto vhsg sgd
otqonrd ne chrqtoshmf m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx¯-On 10 June 2020, the criminal court acquitted him of 
®chrstqahmf otakhb nqcdq¯. On 11 July 2020, the Revolutionary Court acquitted him ne ®ldladqrgho ne `
fqnto vhsg sgd otqonrd ne chrqtoshmf m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx¯, but sentenced him to one year in prison for 
®spreading propaganda against the rxrsdl¯ in relation to his writings on his Instagram account calling for 
the release of Azerbaijani Turkic prisoners held for politically motivated reasons and expressing solidarity 
with their families.  

Babak Hosseini Moghaddamr b`rd v`r rokhs hmsn svn separate trials. On 15 July 2020, following a trial 
that took place on 14 July 2020, Branch 1 of the Revolutionary Court in Tabriz convicted him of 
®ldladqrgho ne ` fqnto vhsg sgd otqonrd ne chrqtoshmf m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx¯and sentenced him to six 
months in prison. He was acquitted of ®roqd`chmf oqno`f`mc` `f`hmrs sgd rxrsdl¯. His second case 
remains open on sgd bg`qfd ne ®chrstqahmf otakhb nqcdq¯ before Branch 112 of Criminal Court 2 in Tabriz.  

@xnta Rghqhr b`rd v`r rokhs hmsn svn separate trials. Following a trial which took place on 23 June 2020 
before Branch 112 of Criminal Court 2 in Tabriz, he was convicted ne ®chrstqahmf otakhb nqcdq¯ `mc
sentenced to one year in prison and 74 lashes, suspended for one year. The court also stated that, due to 
the outbreak of COVID-19 in Iran and the increase in the price of sanitary items and shortage of personal 
protective equipment and sanitary products such as masks, gloves, detergents, alcohol wipes and other 
materials, he was sentenced to purchase 10 million rials worth of these items under the supervision of the 
office of the prosecutor in Tabriz and in co-ordination with the State Welfare Organization of Iran and the 
Imam Khomeini Relief Foundation. After a second trial which took place before Branch 1 of the 
Revolutionary Court in Tabriz on 14 July 2020, he was acquitted of ®spreading propaganda against the 
rxrsdl¯, but sentenced to two years in prison for ®ldladqrgho of a group with the purpose of disrupting 
m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx¯ hm relation to what the court said were his ®dsgmhb nqhdmsdc `bshuhshdr¯. 

Sajjad Shahiri has been ch̀ qfdc vhsg ®ldladqrgho ne ` fqnto vhsg sgd otqonrd ne chrqtoshmf m`shnm`k
rdbtqhsx¯, but his trial has yet to take place. 

In the cases in which individuals have been charged with ®ldladqrgho ne ` fqnto vhsg sgd otqonrd ne
chrqtoshmf m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx¯, the authorities have failed to make clear in which group they are alleging 
that the men are members. In charge sheets and court verdicts, the authorities have accused the men of 
using groups to share information on Telegram and with news organizations outside Iran but have 
conflated two separate entities and written them next to each other as if they were one group: GAMAC 
(Turkish acronym for South Azerbaijan National Liberation Front), which is a group based outside Iran 
that posts global and regional news stories online, and GAMT (Turkish acronym for Independent activists 
of the national movement of Azerbaijan), which is a Telegram channel that shares news stories about, 
among other issues, politics and human rights violations in Iran, including those suffered by the 
Azerbaijani Turkic minority. The men have all denied being members of either entity. 

As of 26 August 2020, the trials of the other men had yet to take place. All remained at liberty pending 
trial or appeal. 

If they were imprisoned, Amnesty International would consider each of the men to be a prisoner of 
conscience, as they have been detained solely for peacefully exercising their rights to freedom of 
expression, association and assembly, including through their advocacy for the rights of the Azerbaijani 
Turkic ethnic minority.  

 
 
The authorities also s`qfdsdc sgd e`lhkhdr ne ®v`msdc¯ oqnsdrsdqr vgn vdqd hm ghchmf enq g`q`rrldms+
hmshlhc`shnm+ `qahsq`qx `qqdrs `mc cdsdmshnm sn ots oqdrrtqd nm sgd ®v`msdc¯ hmchuhct`kr sn g`mc sgdlrdkudr
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over to the authorities.16 They similarly targeted the families of protesters and human rights defenders who 
were already in detention to put pressure on them to give written or video-qdbnqcdc ®bnmedrrhnmr¯-17 

Dds`hmddr qdk`shudr vdqd also subjected to harassment and intimidation, including by being summoned and 
taken into custody for interrogation by intelligence and security officials, and threatened with arrest and 
detention if they kept seeking information on the whereabouts or status of relatives subjected to 
incommunicado detention or enforced disappearance or publicly spoke out about their situation.18 

In one case, four relatives of detained Azerbaijani Turkic activist Meysam Jolani were themselves detained 
and charged in relation to their search for information about him. Subsequently, his mother and sister were 
bnmuhbsdc ne ®chrstqahmf otakhb nqcdq¯ `mc ®hmrtkshmf neehbh`kr¯ `mc ehmdc- 

In the weeks following the protests, Amnesty International documented arrests of individuals for attending 
commemorations held for sgnrd jhkkdc ax Hq`mr rdbtqhsx enqbdr ctqhmf sgd protests. In a legal order issued by 
an investigator in the office of the prosecutor in Behbahan, which Amnesty International reviewed, some of 
the peaceful activities that the prosecution authorities cited to charge individuals with national security-
related crimes included attending and lighting candles at commemorations to mark the 40th day following 
the deaths of protesters killed.  

For several months after the protests, Amnesty International was contacted by individuals who were in hiding 
inside the country or had fled to a neighbouring country because security and intelligence forces had 
repeatedly visited their homes in an attempt to arrest them for taking part in the protests. Amnesty 
International also learned of at least one case where an individual was convicted and sentenced in their 
absence after they had fled the country.  

3.2 CHILDREN DETAINED  
According to information provided to Amnesty International by sources including human rights defenders 
and teachers inside Iran, as well as reports from independent media and human rights organizations outside 
the country, security and intelligence forces arrested hundreds of children across the country, some as 
young as 10, during and in the aftermath of the protests and subjected many of them to incommunicado 
detention. 

State officials have confirmed in their statements that children under 18 were among those arrested but have 
refused to provide specific figures and downplayed the scale of such arrests. On 24 December 2019, the 
Telegram channel of Amar Cyber Headquarters, which is believed to be linked to security bodies, reported 
that 116 children, aged ®between 15 and 18", were arrested by the ministry of intelligence and detained in 
juvenile correctional facilities.19  

Om 20 Cdbdladq 1/08+ Hq`mr itchbh`qx spokesperson, Gholamhossein Esmaili, stated: ®Up until two weeks 
ago, only two or three [children] were in detention and the rest had been released. At the same time, the 
cases of these two or three [children] were to be immediately decided upon. I doubt that any of these 
[children] are still being detained at the juvenile correctional facilitȳ .20 

In a statement made on 11 January 2020, Ali Asghar Jahangir, the then gd`c ne Hq`ms Prisons Organization, 
a state body that falls under the supervision of the head of the judiciary and is charged with the management 
of the affairs of all prisons, detention centres and their affiliated bodies,21 indicated that the cases of some of 
the children arrested were still not resolved. He said: ®A very small number of children are being held in 
juvenile correctional facilities and their cases are currently being decided upon-¯22  

Contrary to official statements, reports received by Amnesty International raise concerns that hundreds of 
children were arrested and detained in the provinces of Kermanshah, Khuzestan and Kurdistan alone for 
their real or suspected participation in protests.  

 
16 See section 4.3 for more detailed findings regarding these concerns.  
17 See section 3.4 for more detailed findings regarding these concerns. 
18 See, for example, the case of Azerbaijani Turkic activists above and the case of Meysam Jolani in Section 6.3. 
19 Amar Cyber Headquarters Telegram channel, ®Counter-revolutionary affiliates in the riots̄, 24 December 2019, 
https://t.me/amarha/12989 (in Persian). 
20 Khabar Online, ®What happened to the arrests of November? / The response of the judiciary spokesodqrnm¯, 31 December 2019, 
https://www.khabaronline.ir/news/1337159 (in Persian). 
21 The official name of the Prisons Organization is the State Prisons and Security and Corrective Measures Organization (www.prisons.ir). 
22 Iranian Labour News Agency, ®In an interview with ILNA, the head of the Prisons Organization announced/ The latest situation of the 
detainees from the November protests̄, 11 January 2020, https://www.ilna.news/fa/tiny/news-856599 (in Persian). 

https://t.me/amarha/12989
https://www.khabaronline.ir/news/1337159
http://www.prisons.ir/
https://www.ilna.news/fa/tiny/news-856599
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According to reports from informed sources inside and outside Iran, scores of schoolchildren, some as 
young as 10, were arrested in Mariwan, Kurdistan province. Amnesty International learned that teachers 
from several schools in Mariwan reported arrests of students from their schools.  

The sources also told the organization that tens of children, some as young as 12, were arrested in the cities 
of Sanandaj and Saqqez, both in Kurdistan province, and transferred to the juvenile correctional facility in 
Sanandaj.  

In the city of Kermanshah, Kermanshah province, dozens of children were similarly arrested and held with 
little or no access to their families in detention centres belonging to the police and the intelligence unit of the 
Revolutionary Guards, according to informed sources.  

Ahwazi Arab human rights defenders and civil society organizations outside Iran reported that hundreds of 
children between the ages of nine and 17 were arrested and detained in the city of Ahvaz, Khuzestan 
province. They added that, due to overcrowding in juvenile correctional facilities that resulted from hundreds 
of arrests, some children were detained in police stations, schools and detention facilities belonging to the 
Revolutionary Guards or the Basij paramilitary force, in many cases alongside adults.  

Informed sources from Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad province also told Amnesty International that, in the 
weeks following the protests, security forces arrested dozens of children aged between 11 and 17 in the 
small city of Likak in the province.23 Uniformed police and plain clothes agents arrested some children from 
their homes, while others were removed from their classrooms. An informed source told the organization 
that, during arrest, security agents removing children from classrooms beat and used stun guns against 
them to deliver electric shocks. According to information gathered by Amnesty International, all the children 
were initially detained in a police station in Likak, where they were interrogated without a guardian or lawyer 
present, and subjected to torture and other ill-treatment including through beatings. Following interrogations, 
they were transferred to either a juvenile correctional facility in the city of Yasuj or to the prison in the city of 
Dehdasht, both in Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad province. Some were held alongside adults, putting them at 
increased risk of abuse. According to an informed source interviewed by Amnesty International, when the 
children emerged from detention weeks later on bail, they bore psychological signs of trauma, including 
behavioural changes such as aggression and loss of interest in schoolwork.  

From testimonies provided to the organization as well as independent media reports, Amnesty International 
understands that, as with the cases of many detained adults, the authorities set high bail amounts of up to 
10 billion Rial ($56,500) for child detainees, which consequently delayed releases.  

ABOLFAZL KARIMI 

Teenage protester Abolfazl Karimi was arrested in a violent 
manner by agents from the intelligence unit of the 
Revolutionary Guards in Nassimshahr, Tehran province, on 
20 November 2019 in connection with his participation in 
the protests in Nassimshahr. He was 17 years old at the 
time of arrest.  

In a letter written from inside the Greater Tehran Central 
Penitentiary in July 2020 and seen by Amnesty 
International, he described how, at the time of his arrest, 
Revolutionary Guards officials punched him in his face and 
stomach, and hit him on his head with a gun, causing him 
injuries to his head and resulting in bleeding. They then 
put a sack over his head, violently pushed him into a van 
and took him to a Revolutionary Guards detention centre in 
Nassimshahr.  

There, he wrote, the interrogators questioned him while blindfolded about his role in the protests and, 
when he stated that he had done nothing wrong, they started beating him all over his body. He recalled 
sg`s+ `esdq ad`shmf ghl enq `ants `m gntq+ sgd neehbh`kr rsnoodc `mc snkc ghl sg`s+ he gd ®bn-nodq`sdc¯ `mc
®bnmedrrdc¯ sn adhmf hm onrrdrrhnm ne ` ftm ctqhmf sgdprotests, the torture would stop. They then bound 
his hands and feet and forced him to spend the night lying on a cold tiled floor.  

 
23 There is no specific information on the population of Likak. Hnvdudq+ `bbnqchmf sn Hq`mr k`rs bdmrtr+ vghbg v`r b`qqhdc nts hm 1/05, 
A`gl`h Bntmsx+ sgd b`ohs`k ne vghbg hr Khj`j+ g`c ` onotk`shnm ne 27+025- @bbnqchmf sn sgd bdmrtr+ hm sghr bnunty, 19,857 people lived in 
urban areas and 17,869 lived in rural areas. See the website of the Statistical Centre of Iran: https://www.amar.org.ir/  

Teenage protester Abolfazl Karimi @ Private 
 

https://www.amar.org.ir/
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The next day, Abolfazl Karimi was transferred to Section 2A of Evin prison in Tehran, where he said he 
was held in prolonged solitary confinement without access to his family or a lawyer for 50 days. He was 
subjected to further beatings during the transfer. In Evin prison, he faced renewed interrogations, which 
he said were accompanied by various forms of psychological torture, including threats to arrest his 
mother and rape his girlfriend. During this period, he was only allowed to call his family once.  

Abolfazl Karimi was subsequently transferred to the Greater Tehran Central Penitentiary, where he 
remains.  

Two separate judicial cases were brought against Abolfazl Karimi. On 3 May 2020, he was convicted by 
Aq`mbg 15 ne sgd Qdunktshnm`qx Bntqs hm Sdgq`m ne ®f`sgdqhmf `mc bnkktchmf sn bnllhs bqhldr `f`hmrs
m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx¯ `mc ®roqd`chmf oqno`f`mc` `f`hmrs sgd rxrsdl¯+ `mc rentenced to two years in prison 
and four hours of daily community service for a period of six months. The prison sentence was 
subsequently reduced on appeal to one year and six months in prison. On 4 July 2020, he was convicted 
by Branch 101 of Criminal Court 2 hm M`rrhlrg`gq ne ®chrstqahmf otakhb nqcdq¯+ ®qnaadqx¯+ ®`qrnm¯ `mc
®cdrsqtbshnm ne otakhb oqnodqsx¯ `mc sentenced to 15 years in prison. This sentence was reduced on 
appeal to nine months in prison and a fine.  

Abolfazl Karimi denied the charges brought against him. In his letter, he wrote:  

®I participated in the protests on 16 November because of the increase in fuel and food prices and the crisis 
sg`s H e`bdc ctd sn Hq`mr onnq dbnmnlhb rhst`shnm- Adenqd lx `qqdrs+ H vnqjdc hm ` rgnd e`bsnqx `mc v`r sgd
main breadwinner in our home£ My expenses were greater than my income, and seeing my ailing mother and 
fathdq rteedq b`trdc ld o`hm£ H inhmdc sgd cdlnmrsq`shnmr sn oqnsdrs `f`hmrs sgd cheehbtks bnmchshnmr sg`s H
and the majority of people in my neighbouqgnnc ehmc ntqrdkudr hm-¯  

3.3 STATUS OF DETAINEES  
As of 26 August 2020, the Iranian authorities had not provided any specific information about the number of 
people who remain detained in connection with the protests, the charges they face or the status of their 
cases.  

Nm 20 Cdbdladq 1/08+ sgd ronjdrodqrnm ne Hq`mrjudiciary, Gholamhossein Esmaili, gave a vague 
statement about the fate of the detainees, in which he said:  

®The majority of the investigations of the office of the prosecutor have been completed and the majority of the 
detainees have been released. The charges against many individuals have been dropped. Regarding those 
individuals against whom there were significant grounds [for legal action], indictments have been issued by the 
relevant prosecutors. In some provinces, trials have already taken place. Other trials will soon take place. Once 
the criminal proceedings launched against the main actors and rioters who caused the burning of public 
resources and property and against the main actors with foreign links are concluded, we will inform the 
public.̄ 24 

On 11 January 2020, the then head of Hq`mr Prisons Organization, Ali Asghar Jahangir, said similarly: ®All 
those arrested have been dealt with. Some have been referred to courts as deemed necessary and a 
considerable number have been releasec.̄ He did not specify how many were released on bail or how many 
had been released after their investigations were closed. He added that only ®` edv hmchuhct`kr¯ continued to 
be detained pending the referral of their cases to court.25  

Based on information gathered by Amnesty International from victims and their families, as well as 
information available from independent human rights groups outside Iran, Amnesty International has 
recorded the names and details of more than 500 protesters and others, including human rights defenders, 
who have been subjected to criminal investigations in connection with the November 2019 protests. 
Amnesty International believes that the real number of individuals prosecuted and sentenced in connection 
with the November 2019 protests is far higher, given the large number of arrests carried out and the patterns 
of prosecution and sentencing in the country in cases of arbitrary arrests and detention involving intelligence 
and security bodies.  

 
24 Khabar Online, ®What happened to the arrests of November? / The response of the judiciary spokesodqrnm¯, 31 December 2019,  
https://www.khabaronline.ir/news/1337159 (in Persian). 
25 Iranian Labour News Agency, ®The latest situation of the detainees from the November protests̄ , 11 January 2020,  
https://www.ilna.news/fa/tiny/news-856599 (in Persian). 

https://www.khabaronline.ir/news/1337159
https://www.ilna.news/fa/tiny/news-856599
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Prison terms meted out to those convicted have ranged from between one month and 10 years for vague or 
rotqhntr m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx bg`qfdr rtbg `r ®f`sgdqhmf `mc bnkktchmf sn bnllhs bqhldr `f`hmrs m`shnm`k
rdbtqhsx¯+ ®roqd`chmf oqno`f`mc` `f`hmrs sgd rxrsdl¯+ ®chrqtoshmf otakhb nqcdq¯ `mc ®hmrtkshmf sgd Rtoqdme 
Leadeq¯- 

As of 26 August 2020, at least three of the recorded individuals had been sentenced to death after a grossly 
unfair trial in which they were convicted of ®dmlhsx `f`hmrs Fnc¯ 'moharebeh) through acts of arson and 
vandalism. Their death sentences were suspended in July 2020 after the Supreme Court agreed to consider 
their case for judicial review (see section 6.2).  

More than a dozen known to Amnesty International had been sentenced to flogging in addition to prison 
terms, and at least two of them had had their flogging sentences implemented as of 26 August 2020 (for 
information on the unfair nature of the trials, see chapter 6). 

Some of those convicted and sentenced to prison terms have been in detention since their arrest in 
November 2019. Of those who were released temporarily pending trial, some were later imprisoned following 
their conviction. Others are currently at liberty but are going through appeal processes or have had their 
convictions and sentences upheld on appeal and are at risk of being summoned at any time to begin serving 
their sentences in prison.  

3.4 VAGUE, SPURIOUS AND UNSUBSTANTIATED 
CHARGES  

Charges routinely used against those detained in connection with the protests of November 2019 are drawn 
from the Islamic Penal Code and have included ®chrqtoshmf otakhb nqcdq¯ '@qshbkd 507(+®f`sgdqhmf `mc
colluding to commit crimes against national rdbtqhsx¯ '@qshbkd 50/( and ®ldladqrgho ne ` fqnto vhsg sgd
otqonrd ne chrqtoshmf m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx¯ (Article 499). The definitions of these crimes contravene the 
principle of legality as they are overly broad and vague and allow the authorities to apply them arbitrarily to 
restrict the peaceful exercise of the rights to freedom of expression, association and assembly.  

Other charges from the Islamic Penal Code which have been used to prosecute protesters have included 
®roqd`chmf oqno`f`mc` `f`hmrs sgd rxrsdl¯ '@qshbkd 4//(, ®hmrtkshmf sgd Rtoqdld Kd`cdq¯ '@qshbkd 403(, 
®hmrtkshmf neehbh`kr¯ '@qshbkd 5/8( `mc ®roqd`chmf khdr vhsg sgd hmsdmshnm ne cisturbing the otakhb lhmc¯ '@qshbkd
698). These provisions effectively criminalize the free expression of ideas and opinions, in contravention of 
Hq`mr nakhf`shnmr tmcdq hmsdqm`shnm`k gtl`m qhfgsr k`v-  

Peaceful activities cited in court verdicts and prosecution documents reviewed by Amnesty International as 
®duhcdmbd¯of criminal activity against national security have included: 

¶ participation in what the authorities have referred sn `r ®hkkdf`k oqnsdrsr¯ nq ®riots̄ ; 

¶ chanting or singing political songs during protests; 

¶ filming and/or sharing videos of protests with family, friends and media outlets or on social media;  

¶ `ssdmchmf ldlnqh`k bdqdlnmhdr ne sgnrd jhkkdc ax Hq`mr rdbtqhsx enqbdr ctqhmf sgd oqnsdrsr and lighting 
candles for them; 

¶ writing articles or posts on social media expressing sympathy for the loss of those killed during the 
oqnsdrsr `mc qdedqqhmf sn sgdl `r ®l`qsxqr¯: 

¶ sharing social media posts inviting members of the public to participate in the memorial ceremonies of 
those killed during the protests; and 

¶ writing online articles and social media posts supporting the grievances and actions of protesters.  

Many of those arrested in connection with the protests have also been accused of taking part in violent acts 
and charged with offences such as arson and destruction of public property. However, in all such cases 
examined in detail by Amnesty International, the authorities failed to submit credible evidence not obtained 
through torture and other ill-treatment specifically pointing to individual defendants direct participation in 
violent acts amounting to internationally recognizable criminal offences. Of the dozens of protesters or their 
families or close acquaintances Amnesty International interviewed or from whom the organization received 
written messages, four admitted to the organization that they threw stones at security forces. Three men said 
they threw the stones in retaliation at security forces unlawfully firing tear gas, birdshot and live ammunition 
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at peaceful protesters; one woman said she threw a stone at security forces who were trying to arrest a 
teenage boy.  

Amnesty International is also aware of a number of cases where the authorities contemplated bringing or 
brought vague and overly broad criminal charges against protesters that carry the death penalty. These 
include at least 40 former detainees in Behbahan, Khuzestan province, who were subjected to preliminary 
criminal investigations for ®armed rebellion̄ 'baghi) (Article 287 of the Islamic Penal Code), but were 
subsequently released without charge; a young man, Siamak Moghimi, held in the Greater Tehran Central 
Penitentiary, who was put on trial for ®dmlhsx `f`hmrs Fnc¯ (moharebeh) (Article 279), but was subsequently 
`bpthssdc ne sghr bg`qfd `mc bnmuhbsdc hmrsd`c ne ®f`sgdqhmfand colluding to commit crimes against national 
rdbtqhsx¯ `mc ®chrqtoshmf otakhb nqcdq¯ `mc rdmsdmbdc sn ehud xd`qr `mc sgqdd months in prison; another 
young protester, Hossein Reyhani, also held in the Greater Tehran Central Penitentiary, who has been 
charged with ®dmlhsx `f`hmrs Fnc¯ 'moharebeh) and is awaiting trial; and three young men, Amirhossein 
Moradi, Mohammad Rajabi and Saeed Tamjidi, who were rdmsdmbdc sn cd`sg enq ®dmlhsx `f`hmrs Fnc¯
(moharebeh) in February 2020 (see section 6.2).   

On 26 June 2020, the head of the justice department of Esfahan province, Mohammad Reza Habibi, made 
a statement indicating that eight people had addm rdmsdmbdc sn cd`sg enq ®roqd`chmf bnqqtoshnm nm d`qsg¯
(efsad-e fel-arz) (Article 286) in connection with nationwide protests that took place in 2009, December 
2017/January 2018 and November 2019. The official did not provide any information about the identities of 
those sentenced, or the dates and circumstances concerning their detention, conviction and sentencing.26 
He also did not clarify if he was referring to the number of death penalty cases from across the country or in 
Esfahan province, but the context of the statement, in addition to information that emerged subsequently 
from human rights defenders, indicates that the cases are from Esfahan province alone and mostly from the 
December 2017/January 2018 protests.27  
 

REZVANEH AHMADKHANBEIGI 

Human rights defender Rezvaneh Ahmadkhanbeigi was 
arrested by 11 agents from the intelligence unit of the 
Revolutionary Guards in her home in Tehran in the early 
hours of 18 November 2019. She had attended protests in 
Tehran on the two previous days, where she was beaten by 
security forces.  

She was taken to a secret unofficial detention facility 
belonging to the intelligence unit of the Revolutionary Guards 
in Tehran, where she was held in prolonged solitary 
confinement until 12 December 2019.  

According to information available to Amnesty International, 
she was interrogated for weeks without access to a lawyer and 
her interrogators threatened her with the arrest of her 
gtra`mc he rgd qdetrdc sn ®bnnodq`sd¯ vhsg sgdl+ `mrvdq
sgdhq hmsqtrhud ptdrshnmr `ants gdq oqhu`sd khed+ `mc ®bnmedrr¯
to supporting and collaborating with various political groups 
based outside Iran. During this time, she was forced to write 
`mc rhfm rtbg ®bnmedrrhnmr¯ `r chbs`sdc ax gdq hmsdqqnf`snqr-
She was only permitted to make two one-minute telephone 
calls to her family to let them know that she was alive.  

On 12 December 2019, she was transferred to the woldmr v`qc hm Duhm oqhrnm `mc v`r `kknvdc ` e`lhkx
visit for the first time on 29 December 2019.  

Qdyu`mdg @gl`cjg`madhfhr sqh`k+ vghbg bnmrhrsdc ne nmd 3/-minute session on 1 February 2020 before 
Branch 24 of the Revolutionary Court in Tehran, was grossly unfair. She was denied access to a lawyer 

 
26 L`rgqdfg Mdvr+ ®Sgd udqchbs neesfad-e fel arz for eight cases from the events of December 2017/January 2007 `mc Mnudladq 1/08¯+
26 June 2020,  https://www.mashreghnews.ir/news/1088097/ (in Persian). 
27 Since the official statement on 26 June 2020, the cases of six men in Esfahan province who were sentenced to death in connection with 
the protests of December 2017/January 2018 have been publicized by human rights defenders and brought to the attention of Amnesty 
International. They are those of Abbas Mohammad, Hadi Kiani, Majid Nazari, Mehdi Salehi, Mohammad Bastami and Mostafa Salehi. The 
execution of Mostafa Salehi was carried out on 3 August 2020. For more information, see: 
https://twitter.com/AmnestyIran/status/1291373196575485952 

Human rights defender Rezvaneh Ahmadkhanbeigi. The 
rhfm rgd hr gnkchmf r`xr ®Kds tr tmhsd- Eqddcnl hr ntq qhfgs-
Mn sn rs`xhmf rhkdms hm sgd e`bd ne qdoqdrrhnm¯ 
@ Private 
 

https://www.mashreghnews.ir/news/1088097/
https://twitter.com/AmnestyIran/status/1291373196575485952
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until the day of her trial. Her lawyer was allowed access to her case file for the first time during the court 
hearing itself, thereby denying her the right to adequate time and facilities to prepare a defence. The 
court verdict was issued the day after her trial, on 2 February 2020. The court sentenced her to five years 
hm oqhrnm enq ®f`sgdqhmf `mc bnkktchmf sn bnllhs bqhldr `f`hmrs m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx¯ `mc nmd xd`q enq
®roqd`chmf oqno`f`mc` `f`hmrs sgd rxrsdl¯ hmrelation to her peaceful participation in the November 
2019 protests and writings she had posted on her private Instagram account in support of people 
detained for political reasons, including her husband who was previously imprisoned. She will be required 
to serve five years of the sentence.  

Rezvaneh Ahmadkhanbeigirbnmuhbshnm v`r a`rdc dmshqdkx nm gdq enqbdc vqhssdm ®bnmedrrhnmr¯+ dudm
though she retracted them in court stating that she had only made them as a result of torture and other 
ill-treatment, including prolonged solitary confinement and threats against her family.  

She was previously sentenced, in a separate case stemming from a December 2018 arrest, to four years 
and six months, also in relation to her peaceful activism.  

She has epilepsy and has suffered from seizures in prison. Despite this, the prison authorities have 
denied her regular access to her daily medication and care by specialist medical professionals, thereby 
endangering her health.  

Rezvaneh Ahmadkhanbeigi is a prisoner of conscience, imprisoned solely for exercising her rights to 
freedom of expression, association and peaceful assembly. 

 

 

ALI ABDOLI 

Civil society activist Ali Abdoli was arrested on 18 
November 2019 after participating peacefully in the 
protests in Shiraz, Fars province, over the two previous 
days.  
 
According to information available to Amnesty 
International, Ali Abdoli was violently arrested at his place 
of work by around five agents from the ministry of 
intelligence, who beat him with batons and then 
handcuffed and blindfolded him before shoving him into a 
car. 
 
He was transferred to a ministry of intelligence detention 
e`bhkhsx hm Rghq`y+ jmnvm `r ®Odk`j-d 0//¯ 'Mtladq 0//(+
where he was held for about six weeks in solitary 

confinement without access to a lawyer. 
 
He was allowed only two short telephone calls to his family, the first of which took place around three 
weeks after his arrest.  
 

Amnesty International learned from credible sources that he was tortured and otherwise ill-treated in 
detention, including during interrogations by ministry of intelligence officials when he was questioned 
about his alleged communications with independent Persian-language media organizations outside Iran. 
He was initially beaten several times a day without being questioned, leading to the fracture of two toes on 
his right foot. Despite this, his interrogators forced him to walk around and flogged him with a long stick 
on the soles of his feet, causing a bone in his right foot to break as well. The authorities denied him 
access to adequate medical care for the injuries he sustained under torture.  

According to information available to Amnesty International, @kh @acnkhr hmsdqqnf`snqralso deprived him of 
sleep for five days and nights by questioning him during the day, while loudly banging on the metal door 
of the cell when he tried to sleep at night. He was also given electric shocks and force-fed unidentified 
pills. After he refused to make ®bnmedrrions̄ enq sgqdd vddjr+his interrogators subjected him to 
psychological torture by detaining his wife and child for several hours and threatening to continue 
cds`hmhmf ghr vhed tmkdrr gd ®bnmedrrdc¯- Bnmrdptdmskx+ gd v`r enqbdc tmcdq ctqdrr sn l`jd `
®bnmedrrhnm¯ nm b`ldq` `s ` rstchn qtm axthe Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB), which was 
broadcast in a propaganda video around the end of December 2019, prior to his trial taking place. His 

Civil society activist Ali Abdoli @Private 
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interrogators also forced ghl sn vqhsd `mc rhfm ®bnmedrrhnmr¯ sg`s sgdx chbs`sdc sn ghl- Following his 
®bnmedrrhnmr¯+ gd v`r sq`mredqqed to Adelabad prison in Shiraz.  

In late January 1/1/+ Aq`mbg 0 ne sgd Qdunktshnm`qx Bntqs hm Rghq`y bnmuhbsdc ghl ne ®roqd`chmf
oqno`f`mc` `f`hmrs sgd rxrsdl¯for his communications about the protests with independent Persian-
language media organizations based outside Iran that the authorities deem as being ®gnrshkd¯ to the state. 
He was rdmsdmbdc sn nmd xd`q hm oqhrnm `mc nmd `cchshnm`k xd`q hm ®hmsdqm`k dwhkd¯ in a remote part of Fars 
province.  

He was denied access to a lawyer during his whole pre-trial detention. He was also refused a lawyer of his 
own choosing at trial and was, therefore, subsequently forced to represent himself.  

Ali Abdoli was released around the end of February 2020, but remains at risk of being returned to prison. 
If imprisoned, he would be a prisoner of conscience, imprisoned solely because of the peaceful exercise 
of his rights to freedom of expression, association and assembly.  

 

 

SEPIDEH GHOLIAN 

 
Human rights defender Sepideh Gholian was 
violently arrested by security forces from her family 
home in Khuzestan province on 17 November 2019 
after taking part in protests in Dezful, Khuzestan 
province, during which she peacefully held up a sign 
criticizing the increase in the price of petrol and the 
`tsgnqhshdr e`hktqd sn hmbqd`rd wages. She was 
released on bail on 18 December 2019.  
 
On 31 December 2019, she posted on her Twitter 
account that she had been scheduled to be tried 
adenqd ` bqhlhm`k bntqs hm Cdyetk enq ®chrqtoshmf
otakhb nqcdq¯ nm 5 I`mt`qx 1/1/- 

 
However, a day before the scheduled date of her trial, she learned that it had been cancelled on the 
grounds that the court to which her case had been assigned lacked the appropriate jurisdiction and that 
her case had been returned to the prosecution authorities.  
 
In a subsequent post on Twitter on 5 January 2020, she expressed fear that the prosecution authorities 
may be seeking to bring additional charges against her or change her charges into more serious national 
security-related ones.  
 
On 22 June 2020, Sepideh Gholian was summoned to Evin prison in Tehran to serve a five-year prison 
sentence from 2019, stemming from a separate case related to her peaceful human rights activism.  
 
On 6 July 2020, she was tried before Branch 101 of the Criminal Court 2 hm Cdyetk enq ®chrqtpting public 
nqcdq¯- Sgd `tsgnqhshdr chc mns sq`mredq gdq from Tehran to Dezful to attend the trial, but her lawyer was 
present for the session. On 17 August 2020, her lawyer learned that she had been acquitted of this 
charge.  
 
Sepideh Gholian is a prisoner of conscience, imprisoned solely for exercising her rights to freedom of 
expression, association and peaceful assembly, including through her human rights activism.28 

 

 
28 Amnesty International has previously published its reasoned and evidence-based conclusions for considering Sepideh Gholian a prisoner 
of conscience. See: Amnesty International, Iran: Abuse of jailed activist must stop: Sepideh Gholian and Esmail Bakhshi, 25 October 2019 
(Index: MDE 13/1295/2019). 
 

Human rights defender Sepideh Gholian @Private 
 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/1295/2019/en/
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4. ENFORCED 
DISAPPEARANCES 

®My son was arrested by plain clothes security forces during 
the protests. The authorities have given us no information 
about his fate and whereabouts and warned that we should 
not speak to anyone about him£ Isr addm nudq ` lnmsg `mc
we still have no information about where he is.̄   
The father of a young protester from Mashhad, Khorasan Razavi province, who was subjected to enforced disappearance from 
16 November 2019 to mid-January 2020 

 

In many cases documented by Amnesty International from across the country, detainees arrested in 
connection with the November 2019 protests were subjected to incommunicado detention and enforced 
disappearance for weeks or even months following their arrest. They were cut off from the outside world and 
denied contact with their families and lawyers, while the authorities refused to disclose their fate and 
whereabouts to their relatives.  

Distraught relatives told the organization that they visited hospitals, morgues, police stations, prosecution 
offices, Revolutionary Courts, prisons and other detention centres to enquire about their loved ones, but the 
authorities refused to provide them with information. Many of them were subjected to harassment, 
intimidation and threatened with arrest and detention if they kept seeking information about the fate or 
whereabouts of their loved ones or dared to speak out about their enforced disappearance publicly.  

 

ENFORCED DISAPPEARANCES                                                                                                                                                                

Enfoqbdc chr`ood`q`mbd hr sgd ®`qqdrs+ cdsdmshnm+ `actbshnm nq `mx nsgdq enql ne cdoqhu`shnm ne khadqsx ax
agents of the State£ followed by a refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty or by concealment of the 
fate or whereabouts of the disappeared person, which place such a person outside the protection of the 
k`v¯.29 Enforced disappearance is a crime under international law. The mental distress and anguish caused 
to families of those forcibly disappeared constitutes a form of torture or other cruel, inhuman and degrading 
treatment (for further information see section 8.2).  

 
29 International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance, Article 2. 
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4.1 SECRET AND ¬SECURITY DETENTION FACILITIES 
Many individuals who were forcibly disappeared in connection with the November 2019 protests were 
blindfolded immediately upon arrest and taken either to unofficial secret detention places or to official 
detention facilities known as ®security detention facilities̄  (bazdashtgah-hay-e amniati). In both cases, 
security and intelligence bodies, most often the ministry of intelligence or the intelligence unit of the 
Revolutionary Guards, were in charge of running these detention places. There, detainees were placed in 
prolonged solitary confinement and subjected to incommunicado detention, torture and other ill-treatment 
(see chapter 5). Others were transferred to overcrowded police stations or prisons, where some were held in 
solitary confinement cells without access to the outside world.  

In some cities, military barracks, sports venues and schools were also used as clandestine detention centres.  

®Security detention facilities̄  (bazdashtgah-hayeh amniyati) are used to hold individuals undergoing 
investigations in relation to national security offences. Under Iranian law, such facilities should be generally 
established in the central prisons of each province. However, if this is not possible due to lack of space or 
®`ooqnoqh`sd bnmchshnmr¯+ rdbtqhsxand intelligence bodies including the ministry of intelligence and the 
Revolutionary Guards can allocate, with the approval of the Prisons Organization, an alternative space for this 
purpose.30 These detention facilities are legally required to be under the supervision of the Prisons 
Organization;31 prosecution authorities are also obliged to inspect them at least every 15 days and submit a 
report to the head of the judiciary.32  

Under the Law on Respect for Legitimate Freedoms and Protection of Bhshydmr Qhfgsr, the head of the 
judiciary is obliged to set up a committee to ensure that legal provisions concerning the administration of 
detention centres and banning the use of torture and other ill-treatment against detainees are respected and 
that all those responsible for committing abuses are held to account.33  

 
30 Prohibition of Forming Special Detention Facilities and Allocation of One Detention Facility for Security Crimes in Each Province; Executive 
Regulations for Management of Security Detention Facilities, 21 November 2006, Note to Article 3. 
31 Executive Regulations for Management of Security Detention Facilities, 21 November 2006, Articles 2 and 4-6.  
32 Executive Regulations for Management of Security Detention Facilities, 21 November 2006, Article 2. See also the Law on Respect for 
Legitimate Freedoms and Protection of Bhshydmr Qhfgsr+ 5 May 2004, Article 1(13).  
33 The Law on Respect for Legitimate Freedoms and Protection of Bhshydmr Qhfgsr+ 5 May 2004, Article 1(15).  

@ rbqddmrgns ne ` uhcdn+ fdnknb`sdc `mc udqhehdc ax @lmdrsx Hmsdqm`shnm`kr Chfhs`k Udqhehb`shnm Bnqor+ rgnvhmf ` cds`hmdd ading led into a parked car inside the 
grounds of Qods Girls' School on Qods Street, Tehran. The video began to be circulated on social media on 23 November 2019. @Private 
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These legal protections have long been flouted by prison officials and prosecution and judicial authorities, 
allowing intelligence and security bodies to engage in widespread patterns of enforced disappearance, 
torture and other ill-treatment without any accountability.  

Unofficial secret detention places fall completely outside the protection of the law. They are often houses or 
apartment buildings that are unlawfully repurposed by intelligence and security bodies, most often by the 
ministry of intelligence or the intelligence unit of the Revolutionary Guards, to keep individuals in custody. 
Unofficial secret detention places are not registered under the Prisons Organization and, hence, detainees 
and their relatives never find out the exact location in which they were held. Security and intelligence officials 
colloquially refer to them ̀ r ®r`ed gntrds  ̄(khanehay-e amn). This is while under Iranian law, including the 
Law on Respect for Legitimate Freedoms and Protection of Citizens' Rights, law enforcement officials and 
interrogators must refrain from transferring detainees to unidentified locations.34  

The continuing existence of ®security detention e`bhkhshdr¯ and unofficial secret detention places facilitates the 
use of torture and other ill-treatment by security and intelligence bodies.  

The detention of individuals accused of national security-related offences in such facilities has been enabled 
by a flawed legal framework that fails to establish proper oversight over all prisons and detention centres and 
ensure that the authorities failing in their obligations are held to account.  

4.2 FAMILIES KEPT IN THE DARK  
The detention of individuals arrested in connection with the protests in undisclosed locations was 
accompanied by the systematic concealment of their fate and whereabouts from their relatives. These 
serious human right violations were facilitated by flawed and vaguely worded legal provisions that enable 
security and intelligence bodies, prosecution authorities and prison officials to deprive detainees of their right 
to have access to the outside world for an unlimited period of time. 

Under Iranian law, notably Article 50 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, law enforcement and prosecution 
officials must respect the right of detainees to inform their relatives or acquaintances of their arrest, but are 
allowed to restrict it vgdm cddldc ®mdbdrr`qx¯- @qshcle 50 states that, in such cases, the restriction must be 
`ooqnudc ax ` ®itchbh`k `tsgnqhsx¯+ ats hs cndr mns rodbhex sgd bnlodsdms itchbh`k neehbh`k qdronmrhakd enq
issuing the approval order. The article also fails to clarify the exceptional circumstances under which such 
restrictions are permitted. Nor does it set any time limit for the restrictions.35 

Article 49 of the Code of Criminal Procedure entitles the immediate family members of detainees to enquire 
about them with local or provincial prosecution authorities or the head of the justice department in each 
province. It also states that it is mandatory for the authorities to respond to these queries, but ®only to the 
extent that it does not infringe on the social and famhkh`k rs`str ne sgd cds`hmddr¯. The provision does not 
oqnuhcd `mx bk`qhehb`shnm `r sn vg`s bnmrshstsdr `m hmeqhmfdldms ne nmdr rnbh`k nq e`lhkh`k rs`str.36  

Article 180 of the Executive Regulations of the Prisons Organization states that all detainees are permitted to 
have contact with their relatives and acquaintances though visits and written correspondence under the 
supervision of prison officials. However, a Note (tabsareh)37 to the article authorizes the prosecution 
authorities to prohibit family visits or correspondence if they determine that such contact would not be in the 
interest of conducting ®fnnc sqh`k oqnbddchmfs¯-The decision to ban contact does not appear to be subject to 
review by any judicial official or body. Moreover, the regulations do not provide any clarification as to when 
visiting or corresponding with the detainee vntkc bnmsq`udmd ®fnnctrial oqnbddchmfr¯- Mnq cn sgdx rds `mx
limitation on how long detainees may be deprived of access to their relatives.38  

In the cases of some of those arrested in connection with the protests of November 2019, officials falsely told 
distraught families that their missing relatives were not in their custody and that they had no information 
about their whereabouts.  

In other cases, the authorities admitted holding them in their custody, but refused to disclose the place of 
detention or said family visits were banned during the investigation phase. In many cases, they insulted and 

 
34 The Law on Respect for Legitimate Freedoms and Protection of Bhshydmr Qhfgsr+ 5 May 2004, Article 1(7).  
35 Code of Criminal Procedure, June 2015, Article 50.  
36 Code of Criminal Procedure, June 2015, Article 49.  
37 A Note (tabsareh) is an explanatory sentence or paragraph attached to an article of the law that clarifies the scope of the article and, in 
some cases, provides exceptions. 
38 Executive Regulations of the Prisons Organization, 11 December 2005. 
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threatened families with arrest if they returned to seek information or dared to speak to media or human 
rights groups about the situation of their loved ones.  

The widespread use of incommunicado detention and enforced disappearance left many families in a state 
of deep anguish and uncertainty. Many were left in fear about whether their loved ones were dead or alive, 
especially amid mounting reports of deaths resulting from the use of lethal force by the security forces during 
the protests and the refusal of the authorities to return the bodies of those killed to their families, as well as 
reports of deaths in custody.39  

The father of a young protester from Mashhad, Khorasan Razavi province, who was forcibly disappeared 
from 16 November 2019 to mid-January 2020 told Amnesty International in December 2019:  

"My son called me from the protest and sent me a video showing the crowds. I told him to be careful to not get 
arrested. Gd chcms bnld gnld sg`s mhfgs, and when I tried to call his mobile phone, it was switched off. I learned 
from a friend of his that he was arrested by plain clothes security forces during the protests. The authorities 
have given us no information about his whereabouts and warned that we should not speak to anyone about him. 
We managed to get news from an unofficial source that he was not being held in Vakilabad prison [in Mashhad], 
ats hsr aeen over a month and we still have no information about where he is being held... We fear that he may be 
cds`hmdc hm ` ¬r`ed gntrd Zkhaneh-ye amn\-¯  

4.3 ONGOING ENFORCED DISAPPEARANCES  
As of 26 August 2020, Amnesty International was aware of at least three cases of enforced disappearances 
related to the protests where the authorities continued to conceal the fate and whereabouts of the individuals 
concerned.  
 

MOSTAFA ROODBARIAN AND MEHDI ROODBARIAN  

 

 

Brothers Mehdi Roodbarian, 21, and Mostafa Roodbarian, 34, have been subjected to enforced 
disappearance since 17 November 2019 when they were shot by security forces while attending protests 
in the city of Mahshahr, Khuzestan province.  

According to eyewitnesses present during the protests, security forces, including plain clothes agents 
from the Revolutionary Guards, fired live ammunition at protesters. Mostafa Roodbarian was shot in his 
back as he tried to help an injured protester and, when Mehdi Roodbarian went to help his brother, he 
was shot in the head. The security forces threw the two into a pickup truck belonging to the Revolutionary 
Guards and drove away. Eyewitnesses believe they may have died from fatal gunshot wounds sustained 
during the protests, but their bodies have not been returned to their family.  

Their family has sought information from various state bodies, including the police and the Legal 
Medicine Organization, a state forensic institute, but the authorities have repeatedly refused to provide 

 
39 Amnesty International, Iran: Details of 304 deaths in crackdown on November 2019 protests, 20 May 2020 (Index: MDE 13/2308/2020). 

Left: Mehdi Roodbarian. Right: Mostafa Roodbarian. @ Private 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/2308/2020/en/
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them with any information about their fate and whereabouts. The authorities have also threatened their 
family members with arrest if they continue seeking information about them or speak to the media. 

 

The third case concerns an individual who participated in the protests in Arak, Markazi province, and 
contacted Amnesty International several weeks later in December 2019. At the time, he was in hiding after 
security forces visited his family home several times to arrest him. The distressed individual said security 
forces had arrested his father to force him to come out of hiding. They released his father several days later, 
apparently because of his serious medical conditions.  

In January 2020, the authorities arrested his mother and threatened the rest of his family with arrest if they 
contacted any media or human rights organizations. @r ` qdrtks ne ghr lnsgdqr cdsdmshnn and the 
harassment of his family, the individual handed himself over to the authorities the same month. His mother 
was subsequently released. He has not been seen or heard of since.  

After more than three months in custody, his family learned from the authorities at the beginning of April 
2020 that he was arrested by the intelligence unit of the Revolutionary Guards, but the authorities have 
refused to provide them with any specific details about his fate or whereabouts. Subsequent to this, Amnesty 
International understands that he made two brief telephone calls to his family in which he said hello and 
cried. His family fears further harassment if they make his name public.  

Amnesty International fears that this individual is at risk of torture and other ill-sqd`sldms- Sgd nqf`mhy`shnmr
concerns stem from information gathered from informed sources inside Iran as well as reports from news 
and human rights organizations40 that a number of individuals died in custody under suspicious 
circumstances and possibly as a result of torture following their arrests by security forces in connection with 
the protests. The authorities have denied such allegations.41 Amnesty International has previously 
documented deaths in custody in Iranian prisons, possibly as result of torture.42  

Given the well-founded fear of reprisals by relatives of victims if they approach media or human rights 
organizations, Amnesty International suspects the number of ongoing enforced disappearances to be under-
reported.  

 

 
40 BBC Persian, ®Hq`m oqnsdrsr: Qdonqsr `ants sgd chrbnudqx ne ¬corpses in some dams and lakes¯, 16 December 2019, 
https://www.bbc.com/persian/iran-50817346  (in Persian); Kurdistan Human Rights Network, ®Report of the torture and murder of citizens 
in the detention centres in Marivan / Children have been sexually abused̄, 29 December 2019, 
http://kurdistanhumanrights.net/fa/?p=11226 (in Persian); Centre for Human Rights in Iran, ®Relatives of Ershad Rahmanian: They tortured 
him to death and say he committed suicidē, 18 December 2019, https://persian.iranhumanrights.org/1398/09/ershad-rahmanian/ (in 
Persian). 
41 Hamshahri Online, ®The news of the discovery of several bodies in rivers after the events of November / Decryption of the diver of 
Kermanshah̄ , 26 December 2019, https://www.hamshahrionline.ir/news/471823/ (in Persian). 
42 Amnesty International, Iran: Investigate reports of protester deaths in custody (Press Release, 9 January 2018), 
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2018/01/iran-investigate-reports-of-protester-deaths-in-custody/; Amnesty International, Iran: End 
persecution of families seeking truth and justice for detainees who have died in detention, (Index: MDE 13/8049/2018); Amnesty 
International, Iran: Authorities must investigate death in custody of Ahwazi Arab detainee (Press Release, 28 June 2019) 
 https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/06/iran-authorities-must-investigate-death-in-custody-of-ahwazi-arab-detainee/ 

https://www.bbc.com/persian/iran-50817346
http://kurdistanhumanrights.net/fa/?p=11226
https://persian.iranhumanrights.org/1398/09/ershad-rahmanian/
https://www.hamshahrionline.ir/news/471823/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2018/01/iran-investigate-reports-of-protester-deaths-in-custody/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/8049/2018/en/;/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/06/iran-authorities-must-investigate-death-in-custody-of-ahwazi-arab-detainee/
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5. TORTURE AND OTHER 
ILL-TREATMENT 

®Lx hmsdqqnf`snqr snqstqdc ld hm `kk rnqsr ne v`xr£ They 
snkc ld ¬He xnt chd+ hs vhkk ad khjd ` cnf cxhmf- Hss not 
important to us if you live or die- Sgd o`hm v`r gnqqhehc. At 
one point, I was just wishing to die so that I would be free of 
the pain and torture. Human life is not important to them. ̄
A victim who told Amnesty International that he was peacefully protesting in Khorasan Razavi province, when he was arrested, 
detained and subjected to torture and other ill-treatment 

 

Testimonies f`sgdqdc ax @lmdrsx Hmsdqm`shnm`k eqnl uhbshlr `mc uhbshlr e`lhkhdr+ dxdvhsmdrrdr `mc k`vxdqr+
together with video footage verified by Amnestx Hmsdqm`shnm`kr Chfhs`k Udqhehb`shnm Bnqps team, and reports 
from human rights defenders inside Iran and news and human rights organizations outside Iran, reveal that 
police, security and intelligence agents and some prison officials used torture and other ill-treatment on a 
widespread basis against those detained in connection with the protests both during arrest and later in 
detention centres and prisons across the country.  

According to information gathered by Amnesty International, torture and other ill-treatment was used for the 
purposes of punishment, intimidation, mocking and humiliation of detainees. It was also used as an 
interrogation tactic to elicit self-hmbqhlhm`shmf rs`sdldmsr `mc ®bnmedrrhnmr¯ mns itrs `ants cds`hmddr
involvement in the protests, but also about their alleged associations with opposition groups outside Iran, 
human rights defenders, journalists and media organizations outside Iran, as well as foreign governments.  

Victims told the organization that the torture sometimes started during or immediately after arrest, when 
detainees were usually blindfolded before being shoved into vehicles and beaten when they asked questions 
about where they were being taken.  

The most frequently reported methods of physical torture used against those arrested in connection with the 
November 2019 protests included beatings, floggings, suspension, forcing detainees into stress positions for 
prolonged periods, often while blindfolded or having their head covered in a bag or sack, the use of solitary 
confinement for 24 hours a day for periods reaching months, and the denial of sufficient food, potable water 
and medical treatment including medication.  
 
Amnesty International also obtained information from primary sources on interrogators belonging to security 
and intelligence bodies and prison officials subjecting detainees to extreme temperatures and the 
bombardment of light or sound over a sustained period, including at night; stripping detainees and spraying 
them with cold water in cold temperatures; enqbhakd dwsq`bshnm ne m`hkr eqnl uhbshlr fingers or toes; sexual 
violence and humiliation; pepper spraying including on eyes and genital area; waterboarding; electric 
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shocks, including to temples and testicles; mock executions; and forced administration of chemical 
substances ± methods which correspond to patterns of torture previously documented in the country.43 
 
In all cases documented by Amnesty International, victims also reported various forms of psychological 
torture `hldc `s nas`hmhmf enqbdc ®bnmedrrhnmr¯- Sgdrdcommonly included persistent use of degrading 
verbal insults and profanities; threats of further torture; threats to arrest, torture, kill or otherwise harm 
cds`hmddrfamily members, including elderly parents or spouses; and threats to rape detainees or their 
female family members. In a number of instances, interrogators also sgqd`sdmdc sn g`ud uhbshlr bghkcqdm
suspended from their educational institutions or falsely told victims that their loved ones were already in 
custody and were being interrogated or tortured nearby.  

In assessing the credibility of the testimonies obtained, Amnesty International took into account, among 
other considerations, the capacity of witnesses interviewed to recount the events concerned in a detailed, 
consistent and coherent manner, while, of course, being sensitive to the impact and consequences of 
trauma. In addition, the organization compared the allegations of torture received with cases of torture 
previously documented by Amnesty International and other organizations. The organization has withheld the 
details of most b`rdr+ hmbktchmf sgd odqrnmr hcdmshsx `mc sgd bhsx ne `qqdrs+ enq rdbtqhsx qd`rnmr- 
 
Sn @lmdrsx Hmsdqm`shnm`kr jmnvkdcfd+ mn hmudrshf`shnmr g`ud addm k`tmbgdd into allegations of torture and 
other ill-treatment by detainees, even when made in court, and no security or intelligence official has been 
held to account.  
 
The survivors of torture and other ill-treatment have been left with long-term physical, psychological and 
emotional scars, which has been compounded by the failure of the state to provide them with justice and 
reparation. The organization understands that some of those released were sometimes left so traumatized 
from their detention ordeal that they withdrew into silence and refused to leave their homes for weeks. 

PROHIBITION OF TORTURE UNDER IRANIAN LAW 

While Iranian legislation outlaws acts that amount to torture and bans certain types of abusive conduct 
during interrogations, it does not include a specific crime of torture. Further, it limits the prohibition to when 
tortuqd hr `hldc `s ®dwsq`bshmf bnmedrrhnm nq `bpthqhmf hmenql`shnm¯, thereby, failing to acknowledge where 
mental or physical pain or suffering is inflicted on an individual as a form of punishment or intimidation or for 
any reason based on discrimination or in order to coerce, punish, or intimidate a third person. Article 38 of 
Hq`mr Bnmrshtution fails to ensure the absolute prohibition of torture in only outlawing its use ®enq sgd otqonrd
ne dwsq`bshmf bnmedrrhnm nq `bpthqhmf hmenql`shnm¯-It also fails to provide any definition of torture. 

Articles 1(6) and 1(7) of the Law on Respect for Legitimate Freedoms and Safeguarding Citizens' Rights 
provides examples of conduct from which law enforcement officers must refrain. For example, the law 
forbids officers from humiliating the accused person, blindfolding them or tying their limbs.44 The law 
requires that interrogatnqr qdeq`hm eqnl ®hmekhbshmf `mx enql ne snqstqd sn nas`hm bnmedrrhnmr¯ `mc bnmctbs
interrogations hm `bbnqc`mbd vhsg ®rbhdmshehb `mc kdf`k oqhmbhokes, previous training and under required 
rtodquhrhnm¯-45 

Article 60 of Iranr Bncd ne Bqhlhm`k Oqnbdctqd `krn oqnghahsr sgd trd ne ®enqbd+ bndqbhnm+ hmrtkshmf k`mft`fd+
kd`chmf ptdrshnmr `mc ptdrshnmr hqqdkdu`ms sn sgd bg`qfdr¯ ctqhmf interrogations.46  

Article 578 ne sgd Hrk`lhb Odm`k Bncd rs`sdr sg`s ®`mx bhuhk rdqu`ms nq itchbial or non-judicial agent who 
corporally mistreats and abuses an accused person in order to force him to confess shall be sentenced, in 
addition to qesas [retribution-in-kind] and diyeh Zaknnc lnmdx\+ sn rhw lnmsgr sn sgqdd xd`qr
hloqhrnmldms-¯47 

IranrIslamic Penal Code allows punishments which violate the legal prohibition on torture and other ill-
treatment including flogging, amputation, blinding, crucifixion and stoning. 

 
43 Amnesty International, Iran: From protest to prison: Iran one year after the election, (Index: MDE 13/062/2010); Freedom From Torture, 
We will make you regret everything: Torture in Iran since the 2009 elections, March 2013, https://bit.ly/3dGpr3w; Centre for Human Rights 
in Iran, Silencing the Streets, Deaths in Prison: The December 2017 Crackdown in Iran, 19 February 2018, 
https://www.iranhumanrights.org/2018/02/irans-suppression-of-december-2017-unrest-marked-by-brutal-violations-of-law/  
44 The Law on Respect for Legitimate Freedoms and Protection of Bhshydmr Qhfgsr+ 5 May 2004, Articles 1(6) and 1(7).  
45 The Law on Respect for Legitimate Freedoms and Protection of Bhshydmr Qhfgss, 5 May 2004, Articles 1(9) and 1(10).  
46 Code of Criminal Procedure, June 2015, Article 60. 
47 Book Five of the Islamic Penal Code on Discretionary and Deterrent Punishment, 22 May 1996.  

https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/MDE13/062/2010/en/
https://bit.ly/3dGpr3w
https://www.iranhumanrights.org/2018/02/irans-suppression-of-december-2017-unrest-marked-by-brutal-violations-of-law/
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5.1 PROLONGED SOLITARY CONFINEMENT  
Consistent with a long-standing pattern across the country,48 the Iranian authorities held many of those 
detained in connection with the protests in prolonged solitary confinement49 in detention facilities run by the 
ministry of intelligence or the intelligence unit of the Revolutionary Guards. 

Many detainees were held for 24 hours a day for weeks or months in small solitary confinement cells. 
Detainees were only removed from their cells for interrogations or to use the bathroom if there was no toilet 
facility inside their cell. During this period, victims were often subjected to lengthy interrogations 
accompanied by various forms of torture and other ill-sqd`sldms sn enqbd sgdl sn l`jd ®bnmedrrhnmr¯- 

In addition, while held in prolonged solitary confinement, victims were frequently denied sufficient food and 
water, and adequate sanitation and bedding. Amnesty International is aware that, in the past, such 
mistreatment has led victims of prolonged solitary confinement in Iran to develop long-term back, bladder 
and digestion problems, among other health conditions.50  

5.2 BEATINGS  
According to information gathered by Amnesty International from credible sources, some of the most 
widespread methods of physical torture used against detainees by intelligence and security agents and some 
prison officials included punching, kicking, beatings with sticks, rubber hosepipes, knives, batons and 
cables, and flogging, including on the back and soles of feet. In some cases, those inflicting torture also beat 
or repeatedly threatened to beat detainees on wounds which they had sustained during the protests as a 
result of live ammunition or other force.  

One video, which was shared widely on social media on 24 November 2019, and verified and geolocated by 
Amnessx Hmsdqm`shnm`kr Chfhs`k Udqhehb`shnm Bnqor+ rgnvr g`mcbteedc cds`hmddr adhmf s`jdm hmsn sgd fqntmcr
of Mali Abad police station in Shiraz, Fars province, and then beaten, punched and kicked by security 
forces.  

Credible sources informed Amnesty Internathnm`k sg`s hm Q`i`h Rg`gq oqhrnm hm J`q`i+ @kanqy oqnuhmbd+
hundreds of detainees, including children, were brought in trucks to the prison from 16 November 2019 
onwards. They told the organization that handcuffed and blindfolded detainees were stripped of their 
clothes, punched, kicked, flogged and beaten daily with batons by prison guards and security officials.  

Similar credible accounts were also gathered by Amnesty International or reported by human rights activists 
and organizations of repeated beatings of detainees held in prisons and detention centres, including in the 
provinces of Esfahan, Kermanshah, Khuzestan, Kurdistan, Khorasan Razavi, Mazandaran and Tehran.  

Amnesty International has learned from informed sources that many detainees emerged from prison after 
being granted bail with broken teeth, arms and legs or with cuts and bruises visible on their bodies. One 
victim told Amnesty International that in a detention facility in Malard, Tehran province, run by the 
Revolutionary Guards, officials beat detainees with knives upon their arrival, leaving them with bleeding 
wounds and lasting scars on their faces, heads and the rest of their bodies. A lawyer from Kurdistan province 
told the organization that one schoolboy who was arrested in Mariwan was released several days later on bail 
with blood on his head and face, while a 16-year-old boy emerged from detention on bail five days after his 
arrest with broken arms and legs. In the cases of two victims ± one adult and one child ± whose accounts 
have been published by independent human rights groups, the agents from the intelligence unit of the 
Revolutionary Guards hmekhbshmf sgd ad`shmfr `krn `kkdfdckx otkkdc nts sgd uhbshlr fingernails.51 

 
48 Amnesty International has worked on hundreds of cases in Iran over the past decades where prolonged solitary confinement was used. 
This abusive pattern has been consistently mentioned in the annual reports of the organization on Iran. See, for example, Amnesty 
International, Human rights in the Middle East and North Africa: Review of 2019, (Index: MDE 01/1357/2020). 
49 Prolonged solitary confhmdldms hr cdehmdc `r ®rnkhs`qx bnmehmdldms enq ` shld odqhnc hm dwbdrr ne 04 bnmrdbtshud c`xr¯ ax sgdUN 
Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (the Nelson Mandela Rules), Rule 44. 
50 See Amnesty International, Iran: Health taken hostage: Cruel denial of medical care in Iran's prisons, (Index: MDE 13/4196/2016). 
51 Human Rights Activists News Agency, ®@anke`yk J`qhlhr kdssdq ne rteedqhmf: Sgd snqsured teenager from the November protests has gone 
on hunger strikē , 16 March 2019,  https://www.hra-news.org/2020/hranews/a-24176/ (in Persian); Human Rights Activists News Agency, 
®A tortured prisoner from the Novemadq oqnsdrsr: G`lhc Jgnrqnontq rdmsdmbdc sn nmd xd`q hm oqhrnm `mc ®oqnuhchmf rdquhbdr tmcdq sgd
rtodquhrhnm ne sgd A`rhi¯, 16 March 2019,  https://www.hra-news.org/2020/hranews/a-24161/ (in Persian). 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde01/1357/2020/en/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/4196/2016/en/
https://www.hra-news.org/2020/hranews/a-24176/
https://www.hra-news.org/2020/hranews/a-24161/
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5.3 SUSPENSION AND STRESS POSITIONS 
Another frequently reported method of torture used against those detained in connection with the November 
2019 protests involved suspending detainees by their tied or cuffed hands or feet from hooks in the ceiling 
or the wall, and forcing them to hold painful stress positions for prolonged periods. Victims were suspended 
in different ways: some were hung face down from their feet; some were suspended by their hands; and 
some had their knees bent, their hands and feet tied together from behind their back and then attached to 
an iron bar (jmnvm `r sgd ®bghbjdm jda`a¯(.  

In many instances, prolonged periods of suspension were accompanied by beatings and floggings, and 
sometimes, victims were interrogated while suspended. Victims were generally blindfolded while suspended. 
These methods of torture b`trdc rhfmhehb`ms o`hm sn sgd uhbshlr g`mcr+ vqhrsr+ `qlr, feet, neck, shoulders 
and back. They also induced strong feelings of humiliation, shock and fear.  

@m `qshrsr cdohction of a flogging as described to Amnesty International by a victim as having taken place in a detention centre in Alborz province.  
@Amnesty International 
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A victim who was suspended through the method known `r ®chicken kebab̄ snkcAmnesty International:  

®[The interrogators] called the room in which they tortured people the ¬technical room. There, they tied my 
hands behind my back, bent my legs back at the knees and tied my feet together from the back. They then tied 
my hands and feet together, put a pole through my hands and feet, and hung me horizontally from the pole for 
prolonged periods of time. My entire body weight was hanging from my hands and feet. The pain was 
excruciating. My neck used to go numb. My hands and feet would be all bqthrdc `mc vntkc fn mtla- H cnms jmnv
if I used to fall asleep in that position or if I used to lose consciousness from the pain.  

®There was so much pressure and pain in my body that I would urinate on myself... My family know that I was 
tortured, but thdx cnms jmnv gnv H v`r snqstqdc- H `kv`xr eddk ` ktlo hm lx sgqn`s vgdm H sghmj `ants lx snqstqd. 
I feel choked with tears because there is no one H b`m rod`j sn-¯ 

@m `qshrsr cdohbshnm ne ` rtrodmrhnm snqstqe method described to Amnesty International by a victim as having taken place in a ministry of intelligence detention centre 
in Tehran province. @Amnesty International 
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5.4 ELECTRIC SHOCKS 
Amnesty Internationalr qdrd`qbg rgnvr sg`s hm u`qhntr cdsdmshnm bdmsqdracross the country, as well as 
during arrest, intelligence and security officials subjected individuals arrested in connection with the 
November 2019 protests, including children, to electric shocks.  

The most widespread method of delivering such electric shocks involved the use of electroshock weapons, 
such as stun guns and batons. Victims told Amnesty International that stun guns were used on different 
parts of their bodies and, in at least three cases documented by the organization, on sgd uhbshlr sdrshcles.  

Such testimonies are consistent with those published by other independent human rights organizations.52  

Amnesty International also received the testimony of a victim who said he was given electric shocks while 
strapped to a chair that was bolted to the floor. The victim said his arms, legs and torso were strapped to the 
chair, a metal band was placed over his head, his body was drenched in water and then electric shocks 
were delivered to his temples. He described his ordeal to Amnesty International as follows:  

®The electric shocks were the worst form of torture for me. One of my interrogators would instruct the others to 
¬shbjkd ghl ` khsskd+ ax vghbg sgdx ld`ms sn `clhmhrsdq ` knv unks`fd rgnbj- Ats sghr so-called ¬shbjkhmf edks khjd

 
52 Centre for Human Rights in Iran, Gunning Them Down: State Violence against Protesters in Iran, May 2020,  
https://iranhumanrights.org/wp-content/uploads/Iran-Human-Rights-November-2019-January-2020-Protests.pdf; Human Rights Activists 
News Agency, ®Abolfazl J`qhlhr kdssdq ne rteedqhmf: Sgd snqstqdc sddm`fdq eqnl sgd Mnudladq oqnsdrsr g`r fnmd nm gtmfdq rsqhjd,̄ 16 
March 2019,  https://www.hra-news.org/2020/hranews/a-24176/ (in Persian). 

An artistr cdohbshnm ne ` snqstqd ldsgnc odqodsq`sdc ax sgd hmsdkkhfdmbdunit of the Revolutionary Guards as described by a victim from Tehran province.  
@Amnesty International 

https://iranhumanrights.org/wp-content/uploads/Iran-Human-Rights-November-2019-January-2020-Protests.pdf
https://www.hra-news.org/2020/hranews/a-24176/
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my entire body was being pierced with millions of needles. If I refused to answer their questions, they would raise 
the voltage levels and give me stronger electric shocks. Each time I was given one of these stronger electric 
shocks, it felt like there was an earthquake in my body... I would shake violently and there would be a strong 
burning sensation coursing through my whole body.... To this day, I have continued to be affected... The torture 
has had lasting effects on my mental and physical health. To this day, I sthkk b`ms rkddo `s mhfgs- ̄

 

  

5.5 SEXUAL VIOLENCE AND HUMILIATION  
Information qdbdhudc ax @lmdrsx Hmsdqm`shnm`k eqnl oqhl`qx rntqbdr+ hmbktchmf uhbshlr `mc uhbshlr qdk`shudr
and sources inside prisons, reveals that interrogators and prison officials perpetrated sexual violence against 
male detainees, including through stripping and forced nakedness, invasive body searches intended to 
humiliate the victims, sustained sexual verbal abuse, pepper spraying the genital area, and administering 
electric shocks to the testicles.  

In addition to the severe physical trauma, the mental pain and suffering inflicted on victims has often been 
exacerbated by the social stigma around sexual violence and humiliation, leading to victims withdrawing into 
silence. 

@m `qshrsr cdohbshnm ne `m dkdbsqhb rgnbj snqstqd ldsgnc `r qdonqsdc sn @lmdrsx Hmsdqnational by a victim. @Amnesty International 
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A former detainee from Mashhad, Khorasan Razavi province, a former detainee from Shahriar, Tehran 
province, and a lawyer from Mariwan, Kurdistan province, also raised with the organization serious 
allegations of security and intelligence agents committing rape. However, given the psychological, social, 
legal and institutional barriers to reporting rape and the serious concerns around reprisal, Amnesty 
International was not able to speak to the alleged victims or their families directly to document the details of 
their cases independently.  

The former detainee from Mashhad told Amnesty International that several adult men held in unofficial 
secret detention places referred to colloquially as ®r`ed gntrdr¯ in the city were allegedly subjected to sexual 
assaults including rape following their arrests in November 2019. The former detainee told the organization 
that he was made aware of these incidents in January 2020 by several enqldq cds`hmddr `mc cds`hmddr
families who had spoken to the victims or uhbshlrrelatives directly. According to the former detainee, the 
victims were stripped of their clothes and raped through penetration of the anus with various instruments, 
including drink bottles.  

The lawyer from Mariwan told Amnesty International that she had learned about three schoolboys ± aged 
between 15 and 16 years old ± who were allegedly sexually abused by agents from the intelligence unit of 
the Revolutionary Guards in November 2019 after being arrested in connection with their perceived 
participation in the protests. She said she was made aware of these incidents in November 2019 through a 
trusted source who had spoken to an acquaintance of the boys, but was unable to speak to the boys or their 
families directly due to strong security concerns. According to information received by the lawyer, the abuse 
took place while the children were held in a detention centre belonging to the Revolutionary Guards in 
Mariwan, Kurdistan province, and allegedly involved rape through penetration of the anus with batons.  

According to the lawyerr rntqbd, the boys were detained for several days and, before being released on bail, 

their interrogators warned them not to tell anyone about their torture, including the instances of sexual 

abuse.53 The organization understands that the boysfamilies have not filed complaints against the relevant 

security bodies out of fear of reprisals.  

5.6 WATERBOARDING 
Amnesty International documented the case of one victim who told the organization he was waterboarded 
while held in an unofficial secret detention place in Khorasan Razavi province. 

Amnesty International was initially contacted by a family member of the victim in early December 2019, who 
told the organization that he had attended a protest in Khorasan Razavi province where he and several other 
peaceful protesters were arrested by plain clothes agents. He told the organization that his family was given 
no information about him until a week following his arrest, but security forces refused to reveal his 
whereabouts until his transfer to a central prison in January 2020. Amnesty International was able to speak 
to the victim in June 2020 after his release on bail pending trial. He told the organization that he was held in 
solitary confinement for nearly two weeks following his arrest and subjected to torture and other ill-treatment 
almost the entire time. The victim did not know with certainty the institutional affiliation of the agents 
responsible for his detention and torture. He suspected they belonged to the ministry of intelligence, the 
intelligence unit of the police or the Revolutionary Guards. He told Amnesty International:  

®Lx hmsdqqnf`snqr snqstqdc ld hm `kk rnqsr ne v`xr+ ats sgd lnrs eqdptdms was waterboarding. They would drench 
a towel in water and then place it over my face. Then they would pour water slowly over the towel, which made 
me feel like I was suffocating. They would do this for a few minutes. Then they would stop for about half an hour 
until I started to feel better and then they would start torturing me this way again. They also punched, kicked and 
flogged me on the soles of my feet with a cable, but they mostly waterboarded me because they knew I have 
qdrohq`snqx hrrtdr rn H vntkc rteedq lnqd+ `mc adb`trd v`sdqan`qchmf vntkcms kd`ud ` l`qj nm lx ancx- S`lking 
and even thinking abous sgd snqstqd hr udqx cheehbtks enq ld-¯  

The use of waterboarding and other suffocation techniques in Iran has been previously documented by 
human rights organizations.54 

 
53 Kurdistan Human Rights Network, Report of the torture and murder of citizens in the detention centres in Marivan / Children have been 
sexually abused, 29 December 2019, http://kurdistanhumanrights.net/fa/?p=11226 (in Persian). 
54 See, for example, Freedom from Torture, ®Vd vhkk l`jd xnt qdfqds dudqxsghmf¯9 Snqstqd hm Hq`m rhmce the 2009 elections, March 2013, 
https://www.refworld.org/docid/514088902.html, p. 33. The report states: ®Eive people reported the use of asphyxiation or suffocation 
techniques, including the repeated submersion of the head in water or in contaminated water containing urine and faeces; one person was 
 

http://kurdistanhumanrights.net/fa/?p=11226
https://www.refworld.org/docid/514088902.html
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5.7 DEATH THREATS AND MOCK EXECUTIONS  
Many of those detained during the protests said interrogators repeatedly asserted that they could kill them or 

do whatever they wished to them, generating a fear of execution. 

According to information gathered by Amnesty International from primary sources, officials belonging to the 

intelligence unit of the Revolutionary Guards subjected at least two detainees to mock executions in a 

detention centre in Tehran province. The torture involved blindfolding the victim and subjecting them to 

mock hanging as well as holding an unloaded gun to their head and firing blanks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

¬v`sdqan`qcdc nm `s kd`rs ehud nbb`rhnmr: sgdx cdrbqhadc adhmf s`jdm sn ` o`qshbtk`q qnnl `mc adhmf g`mcbteedc `mc rg`bjkdcand put into 
a pit. Their head was covered with a towel and water was poured onto it creating a suffocating effect. Another was made to lie on the floor in 
an interrogation room while buckets of water were repeatedly thrown over their face; a guard then put his foot on the inchuhct`kr bgdrs sn
stop them moving and dripped water on their face for a prolonged period- ̄
 

@m `qshrsr cdohbshnm ne ` lnbj dwdbtshnm snqstqd ldsgnc `r cdrbqhadc sn @lmdrty International by a victim held in a detention centre belonging to the Revolutionary 
Guards in Tehran province. @Amnesty International  
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MALE PROTESTER FROM TEHRAN PROVINCE55 

A protester and several of his friends were arrested by plain clothes agents from the intelligence unit of 
the Revolutionary Guards during the protests in a city in Tehran province on 18 November 2019. The 
agents aimed assault rifles and other guns at him and his friends, pepper sprayed them in their eyes, 
handcuffed and blindfolded them, put them in the boot of their cars and took them to a detention centre 
belonging to the Revolutionary Guards in Tehran province, where he was held at times in solitary 
confinement and at times alongside other detainees.  

The protester told Amnesty International that he was subjected to torture and other ill-treatment during 
this time, including through the deprivation of food and water, being slapped, kicked and punched, and 
being suspended on several occasions from his hands so that his entire body was hanging from his wrists 
and arms, causing intense pain in his body. His interrogators accused him of being a ®qhnsleader̄ and, to 
humiliate and punish him, they held him for one night in a filthy and foul-smelling toilet in which he was 
forced to watch the agents urinate. They also used electroshock weapons against him, administering 
shocks to different parts of his body, including his testicles.  

He also said that the agents subjected him twice to mock executions. One night, at around 4am, they 
took him to the courtyard, put a sack over his head and forced him to stand on a stool. They told him that 
gd v`r `m ®`onrs`sd¯ `mc ` ®riot kd`cdq¯ `mcsaid that his sentence was death, implying that he had been 
sentenced to death by a court. They put a rope around his neck, mimicking the typical execution method 
of hanging in Iran, and pushed the stool from under his feet. The set-up caused him to fall to the ground 
rather than be suspended in the air. Several nights later, agents took him to the courtyard at dawn, forced 
him to his knees, took off his blindfold, held a gun to his forehead and pulled the trigger, firing a blank 
rather than a live bullet. 

The protester told Amnesty International that he witnessed the torture and other ill-treatment of scores of 
others held in this detention centre, including beatings, electric shocks and pepper spray applied to 
testicles, mock executions, deprivation of food and water, and the denial of medical care for injuries 
sustained as a result of live ammunition, birdshot or torture and other ill-treatment. He said that the 
agents also used knives to make cuts to the skin of detainees, causing them to bleed. He told the 
organization of cruel ways that the agents treated the detainees, including through inflicting more pain to 
cds`hmddr vntmcrand the denial of medical care for detainees with drug addiction who were 
experiencing withdrawal symptoms. 

Ghr hmsdqqnf`snqr sqhdc sn enqbd ghl sn l`jd enqbdc ®bnmedrrhnmr¯ nm b`ldq`+and to write statements 
incriminating himself, ordering him to write that he had killed someone and carried out robberies during 
the protests, which he refused to do. They threatened to arrest his family members if he refused to make 
rtbg ®bnmedrrhnmr¯-  

After about a week in this detention centre, he was moved to a second one, during which he was 
questioned by interrogators who sqhdc sn enqbd ghl sn vqhsd ®bnmedrrhnmr¯+ threatening that they would 
either kill him or have him convicted of a crime and sent to prison for 20-30 years if he did not write down 
whatever they dictated to him.  

The protester was denied access to a lawyer throughout his entire detention and has since been 
convicted of a national security offence in relation to his participation in the protests and sentenced to 
prison following an unfair trial. 

5.8 FORCED ADMINISTRATION OF CHEMICAL 
SUBSTANCES 

Amnesty International documented the cases of two detainees who were subjected to forced administration 
of chemical substances.  

The first case concerned civil society activist Ali Abdoli, who was repeatedly forced to swallow several 
different unidentified pills while held in a detention facility run by the ministry of intelligence in Shiraz, Fars 
province. According to information received by Amnesty International, not only did the interrogators refuse to 

 
55 The information in this case box is based on the testimony of a victim who shared his ordeal with Amnesty International but asked for his 
name and the details of his case to be withheld for security reasons. 
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provide a reason as to why Ali Abdoli was being forced to take the pills, on one occasion when he resisted, 
one of the them sat on his chest, violently pulled his mouth open and forced him to swallow the pills. When 
he refused on other occasions, they beat him. The pills had a sedative and intoxicating effect and made Ali 
Abdoli feel sleepy and confused, affecting his ability to think clearly. It was in this state of disorientation that 
his interrogators tried to force him to sign ®confessions̄ . When he was eventually transferred to Adelabad 
prison in Shiraz, he experienced withdrawal symptoms from not taking the pills and suffered convulsions.  

This form of torture has previously been documented by Amnesty International and other human rights 
organizations, including during the nationwide protests of 2009 and 2017.56  

Another victim who was held in a detention centre run by the intelligence unit of the Revolutionary Guards in 
Tehran province told the organization that agents injected an unidentified liquid into one of his ankles, 
causing him extreme pain. He said that he witnessed the agents do the same to several other detainees 
without ever giving an explanation as to the reason they were administering the injection. He told the 
organization: 

®They had these injections which they also used on other detainees. They injected us in the back of our ankles, in 
the place where the tendon meets the heel of the foot. It felt as if they had a saw and they were slowly sawing my 
foot. It was as if they were breaking the bones of my foot or injecting acid into my foot. The pain was so 
excruciating that you lost bnmrbhntrmdrr-¯ 

5.9 DENIAL OF MEDICAL CARE 
The authorities, including ministry of intelligence and Revolutionary Guards interrogators, prison officials and 
prosecution authorities, also tortured or otherwise ill-treated detainees by deliberately depriving them of 
access to medical care for injuries sustained during the protests or as a result of torture.  

According to eyewitnesses interviewed by Amnesty International as well as reports from independent human 
rights groups and media organizations, in different cities across the country including Ahvaz and Behbahan 
in Khuzestan province, Esfahan in Esfahan province, Kermanshah in Kermanshah province, Malard in 
Tehran province, Sadra and Shiraz in Fars province, Sanandaj in Kurdistan province, and scores of 
protesters and bystanders injured by live ammunition, birdshot and metal pellets were arrested at hospitals 
while seeking medical care or immediately after being discharged from hospital, and transferred to detention 
centres where they were denied access to treatment and medication (see section 3.1).  

According to @lmdrsx Hmsdqm`shnm`krinformation, some injured detainees were denied timely surgical 
treatment to remove the birdshot and metal pellets with which they had been shot, leading to infections and 
other health complications. Many were also denied antibiotics and pain-relieving medication for their injuries, 
which included gunshot wounds to the legs, back and stomach. Former detainees have described scenes 
where wounded detainees, held in unsanitary and overcrowded conditions, screamed from pain and cried 
for help but the authorities refused to transfer them to hospitals.  

Not only did interrogators fail to ensure that detainees were given adequate medical care for injuries 
sustained during the protests, they even threatened to inflict more pain on the wounds of some detainees if 
they refused to sign self-incriminating ®bnmedrrhnm¯ rs`sdldmsr. 

Amnesty International also documented one case where interrogators refused medical care to a detainee for 
injuries he said were inflicted on him under torture until gd `fqddc sn l`jd ` ®bnmedrrhnm¯ 'rdd sgd b`rd ne
Amirhossein Moradi, Mohammad Rajabi and Saeed Tamjidi under section 6.2). The organization has 
previously documented a pattern of the authorities deliberately denying medical care for the purpose of 
otmhrghmf cds`hmddr nq nas`hmhmf ®bnmedrrhnmr¯-57  

Amnesty International has received information indicating that some of the protesters who remain in prison 
are being denied medical care, including medication, that they need for pre-existing conditions or related to 
injuries sustained at the protests or after torture and other ill-treatment in detention (see the case of 
Rezvaneh Ahmadkhanbeigi in section 3.4).  

 
56 Amnesty International, Iran: From protest to prison: Iran one year after the election (Index: MDE 13/062/2010); Freedom From Torture, 
We will make you regret everything: Torture in Iran since the 2009 elections, March 2013,  https://bit.ly/3dGpr3w; Centre for Human Rights 
in Iran, Silencing the Streets, Deaths in Prison: The December 2017 Crackdown in Iran, 19 February 2018,  
https://www.iranhumanrights.org/2018/02/irans-suppression-of-december-2017-unrest-marked-by-brutal-violations-of-law/ 
57 See Amnesty International, Iran: Health taken hostage: Cruel denial of medical care in Iran's prisons, 18 July 2016 (Index: MDE 
13/4196/2016). 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/MDE13/062/2010/en/
https://bit.ly/3dGpr3w
https://www.iranhumanrights.org/2018/02/irans-suppression-of-december-2017-unrest-marked-by-brutal-violations-of-law/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/4196/2016/en/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/4196/2016/en/
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5.10 INHUMANE DETENTION CONDITIONS  
According to information received from victims and others with knowledge of detention conditions, the arrest 
of thousands of protesters during the protests and in their aftermath resulted in severe overcrowding in some 
prisons and detention centres.  

Officials acknowledged overcrowding due to arrests in connection with the protests. On 25 November 2019, 
the head of the city council of Rey in Tehran province, Hassan Khalilabadi, expressed concern that Greater 
Tehran Central Penitentiary was extremely overcrowded and had neither the capacity nor the facilities to 
accommodate such large numbers of detainees.58 

In addition to overcrowding, the most common complaints about the conditions of detention centres and 
prisons during this period included: filthy and insufficient bathroom facilities; lack of adequate sanitary 
facilities and products for prisoners to maintain personal hygiene; poor ventilation; insect infestations; lack of 
food and water, particularly in the first few days of detention, followed by meagre rations of poor quality food; 
and a severe shortage of beds, meaning many prisoners had to sleep on the floor.  

Some detainees were exposed to extreme temperatures. In some detention centres, detainees were forced to 
stand outside in the cold, stripped of their clothes and had cold water poured on them with a hose. One 
victim from Khuzestan province told the organization that she was subjected to extremely cold temperatures 
in her solitary confinement cell (see the case of female protester in section 6.1). Another victim from Tehran 
province said that he was held in a cell with a large bright light that was turned on 24 hours a day and 
emitted intense heat, making him extremely uncomfortable and unable to sleep.  

In some cities, many peaceful protesters and bystanders who were detained also faced a serious risk to their 
safety and wellbeing by being held in prison wards alongside prisoners convicted of violent crimes where 
assaults against inmates both by other inmates and prison staff, mental health issues, self-harm among 
prisoners, drug use, and infectious, contagious diseases are prevalent. Similar concerns about inhumane 
detention conditions have been previously documented by Amnesty International in prisons and other 
detention centres across Iran.59 In some cases, such inhumane conditions in themselves may amount to 
torture. 

WOUNDED PROTESTER SUBJECTED TO INHUMANE CONDITIONS60 

A civil society activist from Khuzestan province 
was subjected to criminal proceedings in 
connection with her peaceful participation in the 
protests in a city in Khuzestan province and her 
intention to take part in the memorial 
ceremonies marking the 40th day of the killing 
of the protesters.  

She sustained a gunshot wound when members 
of the Basij and Revolutionary Guards began 
firing live ammunition at a crowd of unarmed 
protesters. She was taken to hospital where she 
underwent two surgical operations to remove the 
bullet. She was arrested a month later in mid-
December 2019.  

According to information available to the 
organization, she was taken to a detention 
centre run by the police, where she was held in 

 
58 Khabar Online, ®Head of the city council of Rey: The facilities in Fashafouyeh prison cannot meet this volume of arrests / Protesters 
should be separated as soon as possible from the people who caused destruction,̄ 25 November 2019, 
https://www.khabaronline.ir/news/1324385/ (in Persian).  
59 Amnesty International, Iran: Inhumane prison conditions need attention (Index: MDE 13/5515/2017); Amnesty International, Iran: Mass 
hunger strike by political prisoners in protest at inhumane condition (Press Release, 22 August 2017), 
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2017/08/iran-mass-hunger-strike-by-political-prisoners-in-protest-at-inhumane-conditions/; 
Amnesty International, Iran: Four women jailed for attending May Day rally: Anisha Assadolahi, Atefeh Rangriz, Neda Naji and Marzieh Amir 
(Index: MDE 13/0663/2019); Amnesty International, Iran: Three activists on hunger strike after violent prison transfer (Press Release, 7 
February 2018), https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2018/02/iran-three-activists-on-hunger-strike-after-violent-prison-transfer/  
60 The information in this case box is based on the testimony of a victim who shared her ordeal with Amnesty International. The organization 
has withheld her name and the details of her case for security reasons. 

https://www.khabaronline.ir/news/1324385/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/5515/2017/en/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2017/08/iran-mass-hunger-strike-by-political-prisoners-in-protest-at-inhumane-conditions/
http://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/0663/2019/en/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2018/02/iran-three-activists-on-hunger-strike-after-violent-prison-transfer/
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solitary confinement for a week in a cell infested with insects and rodents, and subjected to extremely 
cold temperatures. 

On the first night, her interrogator refused her request for a lawyer, stating that she had no right to one. 
She was blindfolded during questioning and her interrogators repeatedly threatened to beat her on her 
surgical wound, which had not fully healed and had developed an infection, if she did not sign a pre-
vqhssdm rs`sdldms ®bnmedrrhmf¯ sg`s rgd v`r ` ldladq ne `m ®noonrhshnm fqnto¯. She was also 
questioned about her intention to take part in the upcoming memorial ceremonies marking the 40th 
day of the killing of the protesters She was released about a month later on bail. She was subsequently 
tried on a number of criminal charges but was ultimately acquitted.  

5.11 PSYCHOLOGICAL TORTURE 
In all cases documented by Amnesty International, interrogators in detention centres run by the ministry of 
intelligence and the Revolutionary Guards subjected those in their custody to psychological forms of torture 
and other ill-treatment.  

These included persistent use of degrading verbal insults and profanities directed against the victims and 
members of their families, especially female family members.  

Threats were also widely used to induce fear and enforce obedience. In addition to threats of further torture 
including rape against the detainees, interrogators routinely threatened to arrest family members of 
detainees, including elderly parents, spouses or siblings, subject their loved ones to physical harm, rape or 
death, or have sgdhq bghkcqdm rtrodmcdc eqnl sgdhq dctb`shnm`k hmrshstshnmr he sgdx e`hkdc sn ®bnnodq`sd¯ `mc
®bnmedrr¯- 

Several victims also reported that, in order to psychologically torture them, interrogators held them in cells 
where they could hear sounds of beatings and detainees screaming and crying from pain, and this caused 
them mental distress and anguish and induced shock and fear.  

In a number of instances, interrogators falsely told victims that their loved ones were already in custody and 
were being interrogated or tortured nearby. Some victims told the organization that interrogators threatened 
sn ®cdrsqnx¯ sgdhq khudr ax odql`mdmskx rdo`q`shmfthem from their spouses and children.  

Interrogators `krn sqhdc sn l`mhotk`sd cds`hmddr hmsn l`jhmf ®bnmedrrhnmr¯ hm vqhshmf nq hm eqnms ne ` uhcdn
camera by promising that, if they did so, they would be released, their prison sentences would be reduced, 
or they would receive a pardon.  

Victims consistently told Amnesty International that the psychological torture or other ill-treatment, especially 
threats to detain or harm family members, was particularly hard to endure and led them to make forced 
®bnmedrrhnmr¯ dudm vgdm sgdx g`c addm `akd sn vhsgrs`mc ogxrical torture or other ill-treatment. 
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6. UNFAIR TRIALS 

®A prosecution official told us that we should not bother 
getting a lawyer for him and not to waste our money because 
they said there was nothing that lawyers could do to help 
him-¯ 
A relative of a detainee who was arrested for his participation in the November 2019 protests.  

 

@lmdrsx Hmsdqm`shnm`krresearch has found that individuals investigated and tried in connection with the 
November 2019 protests have suffered grossly unfair judicial proceedings. The most common fair trial 
violations against individuals have included, but are not limited to, denial of the following rights: 

¶ Right to access legal counsel and adequate defence 

¶ Right not to be compelled to testify against oneself or to confess guilt 

¶ Right to a fair, public hearing before a competent, independent and impartial tribunal  

¶ Right not to be detained on charges that are vague or stem from the peaceful exercise of human 
rights 

¶ Right to a public, reasoned judgement  

¶ Right to a meaningful appeal  

¶ Right to compensation for miscarriages of justice 

Amnesty International found that many individuals prosecuted over their participation in the November 2019 
protests were subjected to two separate trials, one in front of a Revolutionary Court and the second in front of 
a criminal court. They were tried in front of a Revolutionary Court on charges related to national security 
such as ®roqd`chmf oqno`f`mc` `f`hmrs sgd rxrsdl¯ `mc ®f`sgdqhmf `mc bnkktchmf sn bnllhs bqhldr `f`hmrs
m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx¯, while facing separate criminal bg`qfdr hmbktchmf ®chrstqahmf otakhb nqcdq¯ and 
®cdrsqtbshnm ne oqnodqsx¯ hm eront of criminal courts. In both cases, the authorities brought the charges in 
connection with the protests, even when individuals had not participated in them. 

While the organization has previously documented cases of individuals being tried in relation to the same 
®bqhlhm`kact̄ hm svnseparate court cases, it noted an apparent increase in this practice in relation to 
defendants put on trial in connection with the November 2019 protests. Amnesty International is concerned 
sg`s sghr oq`bshbd ne rokhsshmf cdedmc`msr b`rdr hmsn svn rdo`q`sd sqh`krcreates a situation where defendants 
risk being tried and convicted on charges of which they had already been convicted or acquitted, in 
contravention of Hq`mr nakhf`shnmr tmcdq hmsdqm`shnm`k k`v, including the principle of protection against 
double jeopardy.61  

 

 
61 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), Article 14.7. 
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HQ@MR BNTQS RXRSDL9 QDUNKTSHNM@QX @MC BQHLHM@K BNTQSR  

Hq`mr bqhlhm`k bntqsr `qd khrsdc tmcdq @qshbkd 183 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. They include Criminal 
Court 1, Criminal Court 2 and the Revolutionary Courts. Defendants are referred by the Office of the 
Prosecutor to one or more of these courts depending on the charges brought against them.  
 
According to Article 303 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, Revolutionary Courts62 have jurisdiction over: 1) 
bqhldr `f`hmrs m`shnm`k `mc dwsdqm`k rdbtqhsx+ ®dmlhsx `f`hmrs Fnc¯ 'moharebeh(+ ®corruption nm d`qsg¯
(efsad-e fel-arz(+ ®`qldc qdadkkhnm `f`hmrs sgd rs`sd¯ 'baghi(+ ®f`sgdqhmf `mc bnkktchmfto commit crimes 
against the Islamic Republic̄ + `qldc `bshuhshdr+ `qrnm `mc ®cdrsqtbshnm `mc oktmcdq ne qdrntqbdr vhsg sgd
otqonrd ne noonrhmf sgd rxrsdl¯: 1( ®hmrtkshmf sgd entmcdq ne sgd Hrk`lhb Qdotakhb `mc sgd Rtoreme 
Ld`cdq¯: 2( `kk cqtf-related offences; 4) trafficking of arms and ammunition and other restricted items; and 
5) all other offences whose investigation falls under the Revolutionary Courts pursuant to special laws. 
Depending on the type of offence, proceedings before Revolutionary Courts are presided over by one or two 
judges. 
 
According to Article 302 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, Criminal Court 1 has jurisdiction to hear the 
following cases: 1) crimes punishable by death; 2) crimes punishable by life imprisonment; 3) crimes 
punishable by amputation and cases of physical assault punishable by payment of half or more of a full 
payment of ®aknnc lnmdx¯ (diyeh); 4) s`yhq63 crimes of degree three and higher; and 5) ®political̄  and 
®press̄  crimes. Branches of Criminal Court 1 are located in the capital of each province and, if deemed 
necessary by the head of the judiciary+ hm nmd nq lnqd ne sgd oqnuhmbdr bntmshdr outside the capital. The 
court is composed of a presiding judge and two associate judges, but it can also convene with two judges. 
Trial sessions before Criminal Court 1 must be audio recorded or, with the permission of the judge, video 
recorded. Publication of these recordings is, however, prohibited although they may be ®trdc¯ vhsg sgd
permission of the court.  
 
According to Article 301 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, Criminal Court 2 has jurisdiction to hear all 
cases except those that fall within the jurisdiction of other courts. A branch of Criminal Court 2 is typically 
located in the capital of each county to deal with the crimes that take place in the county. Their proceedings 
are presided over by a single judge.  
 
Based on Article 268 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, the office of the prosecutor is in charge of issuing 
indictments against defendants and referring their cases to the courts that have jurisdiction to try the alleged 
offences in question. Article 284 of the Code of Criminal Procedure states that, if one or more of the charges 
brought against a defendant falls under the jurisdiction of one court and the remaining charges under the 
jurisdiction of other courts, a separate indictment must be issued for each court, containing the charges over 
which the respective court has jurisdiction.  
 
Under Article 428 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, first-instance verdicts are subject to appeal in the 
Supreme Court if they concern the following crimes: crimes punishable by death, amputation or life 
imprisonment; s`yhqcrimes of degree three and higher; intentional physical assault punishable by more than 
half of a full o`xldms ne ®aknnc lnmdx¯ (diyeh); and political and press offences. Other first-instance verdicts 
are subject to appeal in the Court of Appeal, of which there are branches in the capital of each province.  

6.1 DENIAL OF ACCESS TO LEGAL COUNSEL AND 
ADEQUATE DEFENCE 

Amnesty Internationalr qdrd`qbg rgnvr sg`sindividuals detained in connection with the November 2019 
protests were systematically denied their right to access a lawyer during the investigation phase, including in 
cases where individuals faced charges carrying the death penalty. 

 
62 Revolutionary Courts in Iran were established in the aftermath of the 1979 revolution to summarily try and execute those considered 
®`msh-qdunktshnm`qx¯+ hmbktchmf hmchuhct`kr vhsg ` qd`k nq odqbdhudc `eehkh`shnm vhsg sge overthrown monarchy. See Amnesty International, 
Blood-rn`jdc rdbqdsr9 Vgx Hq`mr 0877 oqhrnm l`rr`bqdr `qd nmfnhmf bqhldr `f`hmrs gtl`mhsx (Index: MDE 13/9421/2018).  
63 S`yhq crimes refer to those crimes that do not have a pre-cdsdqlhmdc cdehmhshnm `mc otmhrgldms tmcdq Hrk`lhb k`v 'Rg`qh`(-They are 
codified in the Islamic Penal Code on Discretionary and Deterrent Punishment, 22 May 1996, Book 5. 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/9421/2018/en/
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@qshbkd 24 ne Hq`mr Bnmrshstshnm ft`q`msddr sgd qhfgs ne hmchuhct`kr sn kdf`k bntmrdk.64 However, this guarantee 
has been rendered meaningless by provisions in the Code of Criminal Procedure and long-standing practices 
of the authorities.  

The Note to Article 48 of the Code of Criminal Procedure limits the right to access an independent lawyer of 
nmdr bgnnrhmf axrequiring individuals facing charges related to national security to select their legal counsel 
for the investigation phase from a list of lawyers vetted and approved by the head of the judiciary. In Iran, 
sgnrd bg`qfdc vhsg ®m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx¯ needmbdr hmbktcd gtl`m qhfgsr cdedmcdqr+ intqm`khrsr `mcothers 
targeted solely for the peaceful exercise of their human rights.65  

However, in a pattern consistent with previous violations of the right to access a lawyer, interrogators 
belonging to security and intelligence bodies and prosecution authorities consistently failed to respect even 
this limited guarantee and refused to provide individuals detained in connection with the November 2019 
protests any access to even lawyers vetted and approved by the judiciary during the investigation phase.  

Furthermore, in line with a growing practice in recent years, prosecution authorities and judges presiding 
over Revolutionary Courts invoked the Note to Article 48 of the Code of Criminal Procedure to prevent some 
detainees from accessing lawyers of their own choosing not only at the investigation phrase, but even during 
trial, despite such a restriction being outside the scope of the Note. In these cases, the authorities told 
defendants that they had to choose their lawyers from a list of lawyers approved by the head of the judiciary, 
and the defendants who refused were consequently forced to represent themselves at trial.  

Amnesty International documented seven cases where individuals detained in connection with the 
protests were tried without any legal representation. This was either as a result of defendant being denied 
access to a lawyer of their own choosing, which consequently forced them to represent themselves at trial, or 
because the defendants were tried in their absence, without the state providing them with the opportunity to 
secure legal representation. Amnesty International understands from informed sources that the real number 
of such cases is far higher.  

Lawyers representing people on trial for charges in connection with the protests also often faced a range of 
repressive measures, further hampering the enjoyment of the right to adequate time and facilities to prepare 
a defence including: arbitrary intervention by the authorities to deny visits to clients; delayed or denial of 
access to court files; lack of appropriate facilities for private consultation and communication with clients; 
and denial of access to their clients. Detainees were often not allowed to meet their lawyers until a few hours 
before their trial date and sometimes not until the trial had begun. 

 

AREF ZAREI 

Aref Zarei took part in protests in the area of Mali Abad 
in Shiraz, Fars province, with his family on the evening 
of 16 November 2019. On that day, security forces 
began firing live ammunition, birdshot and tear gas at 
crowds of unarmed protesters, according to research 
conducted by Amnesty International.  

On 30 November 2019, intelligence agents from the 
police raided his family home and arrested him. 
Informed sources suspect that local Basij informants 
had tipped off security forces about their presence in 
the protests.  

Following his arrest, Aref Zarei was held for nine days 
in a detention centre in Shiraz belonging to the police, 
the first four days of which were in solitary 
confinement.  

 
64 Article 35 rshotk`sdr9 ®Ansg o`qshes to a lawsuit have the right in all courts of law to choose a lawyer and, if they are unable to do so, 
arrangements must be made to provide them whsg kdf`k bntmrdk-¯ 
65 For more information, see Amnesty International, Iran: Regressive amendment would deal crushing blow to right to assistance of a lawyer 
during investigation phrase (Index: MDE 13/0379/2019); Amnesty International, Iran: Nearly four decades after revolution, legal framework 
remains deeply flawed (Index: MDE 13/3420/2016); Amnesty International, Iran: Flawed reforms: Iran's new code of criminal procedure 
(Index: MDE 13/2708/2016).  
 

Aref Zarei, imprisoned in Adelabad prison, Shiraz. @Private 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/0379/2019/en/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/3420/2016/en/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/2708/2016/en/
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He was then moved to a ministry of intelligence detention facility in Shiraz knnvm `r ®Odk`j-d 0//¯
(Number 100) where he was held incommunicado in prolonged solitary confinement for a further 16 
days- Hs v`r tmcdq sgdrd bnmchshnmr `mc vhsgnts ` k`vxdq oqdrdms sg`s gd ®bnmedrrdc¯ sn sgqnvhmf ` rsnmd
which hit a bank sign, a ®bnmedrrhnmw̄hich was used in court as admissible evidence against him. 
During this time, he had no access to his family and the authorities refused to provide them with any 
information about his fate and whereabouts, thereby committing the crime of enforced disappearance.  

Around a month after his arrest, when his family tried to seek information about him from the office of the 
prosecutor, an official there reportedly told them that it is not necessary to hire a lawyer for him. 

@qde Y`qdhr b`rd v`r rtardptdmskxsplit into two separate trials.  

Nm 05 I`mt`qx 1/1/+ Aq`mbg 0 ne sgd Qdunktshnm`qx Bntqs hm Rghq`y bnmuhbsdc ghl ne ®f`sgdqhmf `mc
bnkktchmf sn bnllhs bqhldr `f`hmrs m`shnm`k rdbtqhsx¯ `mc rdmsdmbdc ghl sn ehud xd`qr hm oqhrnm- 

On 19 January 2020, Branch 101 of Crimhm`k Bntqs 1 hm Rghq`y rdmsdmbdc ghl sn entq xd`qr
hloqhrnmldms enq ®chrstqahmf otakhb nqcdq¯ `mc ®cdrsqtbshnm ne fnudqmldms oqnodqsx¯. 

Both trials consisted of one session each. 

Cdrohsd @qde Y`qdhr e`lhkx g`uhmf qds`hmdc ` k`vxdq nm ghr adg`kf, he was denied legal representation 
throughout his entire pre-trial detention. Both courts also denied his independently chosen lawyer access 
to his case files and refused to allow him to represent Aref Zarei at trial because they insisted that he 
choose from a list of state-approved lawyers. His lawyer was only allowed access to his case files after the 
verdicts had been issued, when he needed them to submit appeals against the rulings. Both of his 
convictions and sentences have been upheld on appeal.  

Aref Zarei is serving his prison sentence in Adelabad prison in Shiraz, where he was transferred around 
three weeks after his arrest.  

 
 

HOSSEIN REYHANI  

Hossein Reyhani was arrested in a violent manner by 
Revolutionary Guards agents at his home in Eslamshahr, 
Tehran province, on 8 December 2019. He had 
attended the protests in the city weeks earlier in 
November 2019.  

The agents beat him and transferred him to Section 2A 
of Evin prison, which is under the control of the 
Revolutionary Guards, before moving him to Section 241 
of the prison, which is under the control of the 
intelligence unit (hefazat) of the judiciary.  

According to information available to Amnesty 
International, while held in Evin prison, Hossein Reyhani 
was subjected to torture and other ill-treatment, 

including through beatings  and being held in prolonged solitary confinement. He was transferred to the 
Greater Tehran Central Penitentiary around a month after his arrest.  

Based on information received by Amnesty International and a letter66 that Hossein Reyhani wrote from 
inside prison in July 2020, he has been charged with ®dmlhsx `f`hmrs Fnc¯ 'moharebeh) through arson, 
which carries the death penalty. Hossein Reyhani said in his letter, which was smuggled out of prison, 
that this charge was based entirely on a text message he sent from his mobile phone to a friend in which 
he said that he witnessed a bank that was on fire. It appears that the authorities have used the message 
`r ®duhcdmbd¯ sg`s gd g`c addm hmunkudc hm rdsshmf sgd a`mj nm eire.  

Amnesty International understands that Gnrrdhm Qdxg`mhrcase was first referred for trial to the 
Revolutionary Court in Eslamshahr in early 2020, but that the court held that it lacked the jurisdiction to 
hear it, considering that it should instead be brought before the Criminal Court in Eslamshahr. The 
Supreme Court was subsequently asked to decide which court should try the case. 

 
66 The letter is available on the website of the Human Rights Activists Mdvr @fdmbx+ ®Sgdx bg`qfdc ld vhsgmoharebeh for sending one 
sdws ldrr`fd . @ okd` eqnl Mnudladq 1/08 oqnsdrsdq Gnrrdhm Qdxg`mh¯+ 11 July 2020, https://www.hra-news.org/2020/hranews/a-25610/ 

Hossein Reihani @Private 
 

https://www.hra-news.org/2020/hranews/a-25610/
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In his letter, Hossein Reyhani said that, since his arrest, he had been tortured, denied access to any 
lawyer and had not been allowed to read his court documents. He wrote: 

®Hello to dudqxnmd vgn b`m gd`q lx unhbd£ From the time my father died, I have been supporting my family 
financially in these difficult economic times£ It may be strange that my crime is just sending a text message 
to my friend that said ¬rnld odnokd rds ehqd sn sgd a`mj£The Revolutionary Guards violently arrested me and 
transferred me to Evin prison. I was terrified and did not know why I had been arrested or what would happen 
to me. In Evin prison, I was repeatedly tortured psychologically. They [the Revolutionary Guards] repeatedly 
beat me with a hosepipe on my back and sides, hands and feet. I was held for 17 days in a white room and 13 
c`xr hm rnkhs`qx bnmehmdldms£ I do not know how and why they have accused me of enmity against God 
(moharebeh) for sending one text message£ A few days ago, I received a divorce letter from my wife and 
now I feel I have nothing more to lose.  

®Eight months of uncertainty have left me tired and being in prison solely for sending a text message has 
become unbearable for me. To this day, [the authorities] have never allowed me to have a lawyer and I do not 
know the status of my case. The only thing I know is that my case is with the Supreme Court.  

®To the people reading this letter, I ask you to use your pens to help me, so that I can escape from this 
gnqqhehb e`sd-¯ 

6.2 ENQBDC ¬BNMEDRRHNMR 
The right to the presumption of innocence requires that those facing criminal charges have the right to 
remain silent during investigation and at trial. The right to remain silent serves as an important safeguard of 
the right not to be compelled to incriminate oneself and is guaranteed under Article 197 of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure. Despite this legal protection, and in a pattern consistent with past violations, Amnesty 
Hmsdqm`shnm`kr qdrd`qbg rgnvr sg`s those detained in connection with the November 2019 protests, 
including children, were subjected to torture and other ill-treatment to give written and/or video-recorded 
®bnmedrrions̄ . Such coerced statements were then unlawfully used as admissible evidence in court to 
convict them, even when retracted by defendants in court.  

Courts have systematically ignored allegations of coercion, torture and other ill-treatment and failed to order 
investigations. Several victims told Amnesty International that they were threatened by their interrogators, 
usually members of the ministry of intelligence or the Revolutionary Guards, with further torture or the arrest 
and torture of their relatives ie sgdx qdetrdc sn l`jd ®bnmedrrhnmr¯ hm eqnms ne ` uhcdn b`ldq` nq rhfm
®bnmedrrhnm¯ rs`sdldmsr sg`s vdqd dhsgdq oqd-written by their interrogators or dictated to them.  

Some victims told Amnesty International that their interrogators asserted that they would have them 
convicted qdf`qckdrr ne vgdsgdq sgdx ®bnmedrrdc¯ `mc sg`s sgdx rgntkc oqnbddc sn ®bnmedrr¯ he sgdx v`msdc
the intense interrogations, frequently accompanied by torture and other ill-treatment, to stop. Other victims 
were promised lower sentences or medical treatment for injuries sustained under torture he sgdx ®bnmedrrdc¯- 

One victim from Mashhad, detained by plain clothes agents who did not identify themselves, told the 
organization:  

®My interrogators kept trying to force me to make ¬confessions. They kept insisting that I sign a sheet of paper 
that attributed several crimes to me. One of them said, ¬Whether you confess or not, we will convict you of 
whatever we want, so you may as well sign to bring these interrogations to an end.I asked them ¬In that case, 
why should I make a confession if you will just do what you want?I refused to sign anything because I had done 
nothing wrong.̄ 
 
Hm sgd c`xr `mc vddjr enkknvhmf sgd oqnsdrsr+ Hq`mr rs`sd ldch` broadcast dozens of propaganda videos, 
showing hmchuhct`kr l`jhmf ®bnmedrrhnmr¯ adenqd their trials had even begun and interjecting the videos with 
untruthful statements and other audio-visual content that sought to demonize the protesters and distort the 
truth concerning the unlawful killings and other serious crimes and human rights violations perpetrated by 
the authorities during the protests (see section 7.2).  
 
Given that detainees are not allowed access to lawyers at the investigation stage in national security cases 
and the well-established pattdqm ne bndqbdc sdkduhrdc ®bnmedrrhnmr¯ hm rtbg b`rdr+ @lmdrsx Hmsdqm`shnm`k
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believes that the individuals in these videos would not have been in a position to give their consent freely to 
their appearance in them.  
 
State media also aired a number of propaganda videos that included interviews by state media journalists 
with individuals injured during the protests, who had their heads or bodies wrapped in bandages.67 Amnesty 
International is similarly concerned that these interviews, some of which resembled interrogations, were 
conducted in circumstances of a coercive nature, against the backdrop of a heavy security presence in 
hospitals, `mc vdqd hmbktcdc hm aqn`cdq oqno`f`mc` o`bj`fdr vhsgnts sgd uhbshlr bnmrdms adenqd sqh`kr g`c
even taken place (see section 5.9).  
 
In addition to violating the right to presumption of innocence and to remain silence, the mental anguish 
b`trdc sn cds`hmddr `mc sgdhq e`lhkhdr ax rtbg ®bnmedrrhnm¯ uhcdnr+ vghbggenerally dehumanize and 
demonize the victims and purport to show their ®guilt̄  for serious crimes, violates the absolute prohibition on 
torture and other cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment under international law.68 
 

PROTESTERS SENTENCED TO DEATH  

Amirhossein Moradi, Mohammad Rajabi and Saeed Tamjidi have been sentenced to death in connection 
with acts of arson in Tehran during the November 2019 protests in which they have denied having any 
involvement. Their trial was grossly unfair. They were denied access toto their lawyers during the 
investigation phase and subjected to enforced disappearance for weeks. The three men reported being 
repeatedly subjected to torture and other ill-treatment during the investigation stage. Amirhossein Moradi 
also said in court that he was coerced into giving a video-recorded ®bnmedrrhnm¯ sg`s v`r k`sdq aqn`cb`rs
on state television and unlawfully used as evidence to convict all three.69

  

Amirhossein Moradi was arrested on 19 November 2019 and held for around a week in a ministry of 
intelligence detention centre in Tehran before being transferred to in the Greater Tehran Central 
Penitentiary (also known as Fashafouyeh prison) for another week. He was then transferred to Evin 
prison, where he was held at different times over the next month in Sections 209 and 240, which are 
controlled by the ministry of intelligence and the intelligence unit (hefazat) of the judiciary respectively. 
He was held in solitary confinement both in the ministry of intelligence detention centre and in Evin prison 
and reported that interrogators in Evin prison tortured him including through beatings, electric shocks and 
standing on his chest. He reported that gd nmkx ®bnmedrrdc¯ `esdq ghr hmsdqqnf`snqr oqnlhrdc sn oqnuhcd
him with medical treatment for the injuries he sustained under torture, which they later denied him.  

Mohammad Rajabi and Saeed Tamjidi were arrested on 28 December 2019 after they were unlawfully 
deported to Iran from Turkey where they had fled out of fear of arrest and detention in relation to their 
participation in the protests and intended to seek asylum. They were held initially in a ministry of 
intelligence detention centre in Tehran. They reported that they were subjected to torture and other ill-

 
67 @o`q`s+ ®HQHA qdonqs nm sgd Mnudladq 1/08 qhnsr9 Hmsdquhdvr vhsg hmchuhct`kr `qqdrsdc¯+ https://www.aparat.com/v/bYvWs/ (in Persian); 
L`rgqdfg Mdvr+ ®Ehkl9 Sgd ehqrs bnmedrrhnmr ne rnld ne sgd `qqdrsdc qhnsdqr¯+ 08 Mnudladq 1/08+
https://www.mashreghnews.ir/news/1011582/ (in Persian). 
68 Amnesty International, Iran: Broadcasting injustice, boasting of mass killing: A case study of August 2016 execution of 25 Sunni men in 
Iran, (Index: MDE 13/5079/2016); International Federation for Human Rights and Justice for Iran, Orwellian State: The Islamic Republic of 
Hq`mr Rs`sd Ldch` `r `Weapon of Mass Suppression, 25 June 2020, https://www.fidh.org/en/region/asia/iran/iran-new-report-demands-
end-to-the-rampant-use-of-forced-confessions  
69 @o`q`s+ ®Tmadkhdu`akd bnmedrrhnmr ne sgd Mnudladq 1/08 qhns kd`cdqr¯+https://www.aparat.com/v/kSaug (in Persian). 

From left to right: Amirhossein Moradi, Mohammad Rajabi and Saeed Tamjidi @Private 

https://www.aparat.com/v/bYvWs/
https://www.mashreghnews.ir/news/1011582/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde13/5079/2016/en/
https://www.fidh.org/en/region/asia/iran/iran-new-report-demands-end-to-the-rampant-use-of-forced-confessions
https://www.fidh.org/en/region/asia/iran/iran-new-report-demands-end-to-the-rampant-use-of-forced-confessions
https://www.aparat.com/v/kSaug
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treatment, including through being kicked, beaten with batons, hung upside down while repeatedly 
beaten on their legs.  

On 24 December 2019, prior to their trial, IRIB broadcast a propaganda video70 showing the 
®bnmedrrhnmr¯ ne nmd vnl`m `mc 01 ldm+ hmbktchmf @lhqgnrrdhm Lnq`ch- Hm sgd uhcdn+ @lhqgnrrdhm
Lnq`chr e`bd hr aktqqdc `mc gd hr rgnvm ®bnmedrrhmf¯ sg`s gdwas carrying a stun gun and that 
Mohammad Rajabi and Saeed Tamjidi each had a knife. He stated that they and other people uprooted a 
number of trees, put them in a road and set them on fire to block the road.  

On 18 February 2020, judiciary spokesperson Gholamhossein Esmaili accused the three men of being 
®qhns kd`cdqr¯ vgn g`c ®rds ehqd sn banks and petrol stations, and filmed their criminal acts and sent the 
uhcdnr sn enqdhfm ldch`¯-71 Following this announcement, the ldmr lawyers received their court verdict, 
vghbg rs`sdc sg`s Aq`mbg 04 ne sgd Qdunktshnm`qx Bntqs hm Sdgq`m g`c bnmuhbsdc sgdl ne ®dmlhsx `f`hmrs
Fnc¯ 'moharebeh) and sentenced them to death. The men have denied committing any acts of arson. 
Amnesty International understands that their convictions were based on the torture-s`hmsdc ®bnmedrrhnmr¯
of Amirhossein Moradi and videos of the protests the men had filmed on their mobile phones, which 
included clips of them chanting anti-establishment slogans and scenes of banks and trees on fire. 

On 10 July 2020, the lawyers of the three men reported on their Twitter accounts that their sentences had 
been upheld by the Supreme Court. On 14 July 2020, judiciary spokesperson Gholamhossein Esmaili 
bnmehqldc sgd Rtoqdld Bntqsr cdbhrhnm att stated that their sentence could change following a judicial 
review.72 The Supreme Court subsequently accepted their request for a judicial review; as of 26 August 
2020, their case was still under review. The men are imprisoned in the Greater Tehran Central 
Penitentiary. 

 
 

FATEMEH DAVAND 

Kurdish Iranian woman Fatemeh Davand was arrested by 
ministry of intelligence agents on 17 November 2019 after 
participating peacefully in protests in the city of Bukan, 
West Azerbaijan province. She was held for one night in a 
ministry of intelligence detention centre in Bukan before 
being transferred, whilst blindfolded and with her hands 
and feet chained, to a ministry of intelligence detention 
centre in the city of Urumieh, West Azerbaijan province.  

Amnesty International learned from credible sources that 
she was held there  incommunicado for two weeks in 
solitary confinement, where she was denied food for 
several days and interrogated by agents of the ministry of 
intelligence without a lawyer present.  

While in solitary confinement, her interrogators tried to foqbd gdq sn fhud ®bnmedrrhnmr¯ sg`s rgd v`r bn-
operating with unspecified Kurdish opposition groups. Several days after her arrest, under torture and 
other ill-treatment through the deprivation of food and coercive tactics such as false promises that she 
vntkc ad qdkd`rdc sgd enkknvhmf c`x+ rgd v`r enqbdc sn fhud ` ®bnmedrrhnm¯ hm eqnms ne ` uhcdn b`ldq`- Rgd
was not informed that those filming her were from IRIB and had no knowledge that her forced 
®bnmedrrhnm¯ was to be broadcast on state television.  

 
70 @o`q`s+ ®Tmadkhdu`akd bnmedrrhnmr ne sgd Mnudladq 1/08 qhns kd`cdqr¯+https://www.aparat.com/v/kSaug (in Persian).  
71 Lhy`m Nmkhmd Mdvr @fdmbx+ ®Sgd 1/th oqdrr bnmedqdmbd ne sgd ronjdrl`m enq sgd itchbh`qx+ Fgnk`lgnrrdhm Drl`hkh¯+ 07 Edaqt`qx 1/1/+
https://www.mizanonline.com/fa/news/597520/ (in Persian). 
72 Hrk`lhb Qdotakhb Mdvr @fdmbx+ ®Mdv chqdbshud enq sgd etqkntfg ne oqhrnmdqr hm sgd rdbnmc v`ud ne bnqnm`uhqtr¯+ 03 Itkx 1/1/+
https://www.irna.ir/news/83855015 (in Persian).  

Fatemeh Davand @Private 

https://www.aparat.com/v/kSaug
https://www.mizanonline.com/fa/news/597520/
https://www.irna.ir/news/83855015
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C`xr enkknvhmf gdq `qqdrs+ uhcdnr ne E`sdldg C`u`mcr enqbdc ®bnmedrrhnmr¯ `mc gdq rs`mchmf `sno ` b`q
and speaking to a crowd of people during the protests was broadcast by IRIB in a propaganda video, 
which depicted Fatemeh Davand and other vnldm s`jhmf o`qs hm sgd oqnsdrsr `r ®qhns kd`cdqr¯-73  

E`sdldg C`u`mc v`r cdmhdc `bbdrr sn gdq e`lhkx tmshk rgd v`r sq`mredqqdc sn sgd vnldmr v`qc hm
Urumieh Central Prison around the beginning of December 2019. She was then permitted several phone 
calls and a single family visit until her release on 25 March 2020.  

The authorities split her case into two separate trials.  

In the first trial, which took place before Branch 103 of the Criminal Court 2 in Bukan on 31 December 
2019, she v`r bnmuhbsdc ne ®chrstqahmf otakhb nqcdq¯ `mc rdmsdmbdc sn ehud lnmsgr hm oqhrnm `mc 2/
lashes. 

She was released on 25 March 2020 upon payment of bail, pending her second trial, and completion of 
her prison sentence from her first trial. Her flogging sentence has yet to be carried out.  

In the second trial, which took place on 12 May 2020 before Branch 1 of the Revolutionary Court in 
Mahabad, West Azerbaijan province, sgd v`r bnmuhbsdc ne ®f`sgdqhmf `mc bnkktchmf sn bnllhs bqhldr
against national rdbtqhsx¯ `mc rdmsdmbdc sn sgqdd xd`qr `mc mhmd lnmsgr hm oqhrnm- 

Both of her trials were grossly unfair. Her convictions were based, in part, nm enqbdc ®bnmedrrhnms¯
obtained under torture and other ill-treatment, even though she retracted them in court and told the 
judges sg`s rgd g`c addm enqbdc sn fhud sgd ®bnmedrrhnmr¯ ax gdq hmsdqqnf`snqr- Ansg bntqsr `krn trdc sgd
videos of her peaceful participation in the protests as evidence to convict her.  

She was summoned to Urumieh Central Prison on 5 August 2020 to begin serving her prison sentence of 
three years and nine months. She also risks the implementation of her flogging sentence. 

Fatemeh Davand is a prisoner of conscience, imprisoned solely for exercising her rights to freedom of 
expression, association and peaceful assembly. 

 

 

73 Mizan Online News Agency, which contains a page vilifying women protersdqr `mc ed`stqhmf sgd ®bnmedrrhnm¯ ne ` vnl`m cds`hmdd+ vghbg
took place within days of her arrest: ®Sgd bnmedrrhnmr ne ¬E`sdldg J`q`sd nm sgd bntmsdq-revolutionary plan in the recent subversion̄ , 21 
November 2019, https://www.mizanonline.com/fa/news/569736/ (in Persian).  

Screenshot taken from the propaganda video broadcast on IRIB. The video showed the forcec ®bnmedrrhnm¯ ne E`sdldg C`u`mc `mc qdedqqdc sn gdq `mc nsgdq
vnldm oqnsdrsdqr `r ®qhns kd`cdqr¯- ?HQHA 
 

https://www.mizanonline.com/fa/news/569736/
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6.3 CLOSED OR IN ABSENTIA HEARINGS BEFORE 
BIASED BODIES 

The trials of those convicted and sentenced in connection with the protests of November 2019 have 
generally consisted of just one brief session, sometimes lasting only a few minutes, according to informed 
sources.  

Hm khmd vhsg sgd rdbqdshud m`stqd ne Hq`mr bqhlhm`k itrshbd rxrsdl+ vghbg g`r knmf addm cnbtldmsdc ax
Amnesty International and other human rights organizations, trial proceedings before criminal and 
Revolutionary Courts have generally taken place behind closed doors.  

In all cases documented by Amnesty International, families were not allowed to attend and, in several cases 
knovm sn sgd nqf`mhy`shnm+ dudm sgd cdedmc`msr k`vxdqr vdqd mns `kknvdc sn ad oqdrdms.  

Amnesty International is also aware of at least three cases where the defendants themselves were not 
present in their trials and were convicted and sentenced in their absence (in absentia).  

In at least two of these cases, the authorities failed either to notify the defendants of their trial dates or to 
ensure their transfer from prison to courts. In the third case, the individual had fled the country by the time 
their trial took place.  

 

ALI AZIZI 

Azerbaijani Turkic activist Ali Azizi was arrested in a 
violent manner by agents from the intelligence unit of 
the police on the morning of 19 November 2019 outside 
his place of work in Urumieh, West Azerbaijan province, 
after taking part in protests in Urumieh three days 
earlier.  

According to information from informed sources, the 
agents pulled out guns, punched and kicked him all 
over his body, and smashed his head onto the car.  

He was taken to an overcrowded detention centre 
belonging to the intelligence unit of the police in 
Urumieh where he was held in the same space with 
scores of other men and women who were also detained 
for participating in the protests.  

@kh @yhyhr interrogators questioned him about why he had attended the protests, what he had chanted 
during the protests and with which groups he has links. He was released on bail the same day, but was 
rearrested on 23 February 2020, this time by ministry of intelligence agents, who detained him for one 
night in their detention centre in Urumieh and then for a further 10 days in a detention centre in Tabriz, 
East Azerbaijan province, which was also run by the ministry of intelligence. During this time, he was held 
incommunicado in solitary confinement and interrogated without a lawyer present. He was transferred to 
Tabriz prison after 10 days.  

Ali Azizi has faced two cases in relation to his participation in the protests and human rights activism on 
behalf of the Azerbaijani Turkic minority. 

His trial took place in his absence before Branch 101 of Criminal Court 2 in Urumieh while he was held in 
Tabriz prison because the authorities there failed to transfer him to the courthouse in Urumieh, thereby 
denying him the opportunity to defend himself. Despite thd `tsgnqhshdr e`hktqd sn dmrtqd ghr oqdrdmbd `s
his trial, the court issued a verdict on 12 March 2020, bnmuhbshmf ghl ne ®chrstqahmf otakhb nqcdq¯in 
relation to his peaceful participation in the protests and sentencing him to 20 lashes and a fine in lieu of 
an eight-month prison sentence. The bntqs bhsdc `r ®bqhldr¯ od`bdetk `bshuhshdr rtbg `r ®bg`mshmf hn 
oqnsdrsr¯ to convict him.  

When his verdict was upheld, he was given 20 days within which to request a retrial, during which time 
he was provisionally released from prison on 25 March 2020 after paying a sum of money. His request 
was granted and the retrial took place with a lawyer present in the same court of first instance, Branch 
101 of Criminal Court 2 in Urumieh. The day after his trial, the court reinstated its original verdict.  

Azerbaijani Turkic activist Ali Azizi @Private 




































